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Passing the time 
Sophomore Derrick Hogue ( left) along with Becki 
Tichenor (center) , a graduate assistant ,  and senior Lisa 
Berg enjoy the last relaxing after�oon in September 
Wednesday on the lawn of the South Quad . Few days l ike 
this remain for students to get out and enjoy the n ice 
weather. 
arty case. rests ·in Rives' ha nds · 
pus editor 
A final recommendation on Terry 
man's appeal of a Judicial Board 
· ·on suspending him from Eastern 
been made by Glenn Williams, vice 
'dent for student affairs, but a final 
· ion is not expected to be reached 
til Friday. 
Eastern President Stanley Rives has 
e final decision on the appeal, but 'ves, who is away attending a con­
nce, will not be back until Friday. 
Williams, who left for a trip to China 
ednesday night, would not comment 
what he is recommneding to Rives. 
"I sent the recommendation to the 
·dent and he will ·announce 
mething later," he said. 
1.eman was charged with .mob action 
pt. 12 in connection with a party at 
5 Ninth St. in which two 
Charleston police officers were injured 
by objects thrown from a crowd of 
about 200 people. 
Two other men were also arrested 
along with Zeman on charges of mob 
action and resisting arrest. 
�mari is expected to answer the 
charges in Coles County Circuit Court 
9:30 a.m. Oct. 13. 
According to the lliinois Revised 
Statutes, mob action is the use of force 
by two or more persons in disturbing 
the peace, assembly of persons to 
commit an unlawful act, or the 
unlawful assembly of persons for the 
purpose of doing violence to people or 
property. 
Mob action is punishable as a Class C 
misdemeanor, or in instances where 
injury occurs, mob action is punishable 
as a Class four felony. 
If convicted of a felony, Zeman could 
face a maximum punishment of one to 
three years in jail and if convicted for a 
misdemeanor, he could be jailed for 
more than 30 �ays and be fined not 
more than $500. 
Zeman was suspended for one 
academic school year Sept. 24 by 
Eastern's Judicial Board, which 
determined he had violated state, 
federal, or municipal laws stipulated in 
the Student Conduct Code. 
Williams met Wednesday with Jack 
Bleicher, Board of Governors vice 
chancellor for legal and student affairs, 
to discuss whether Eastern's Judicial 
Board had· violated Ze:inan's con­
stitutional rights. 
Both Bleicher and Meyer were here 
Wednesday to attend a meeting of the 
vice presidents' for student affairs of 
the five BOG universities. 
IDS legislation is not considered new 
AMY CARR 
ff writer 
Although a recently passed package 
Illinois legislation dealing with AIDS 
pears overwhelming, most of the 
· are nothing new. 
Gov. James Thompson passed a 
ries of legislation Sept. 21 dealing 
'th issues such as AIDS instruction in 
blic schools, contact tracing and 
porting sexually transmitted 
ses. 
Many of the bills go into effect Jan. 
, 1988, but the requirements have 
n being fulfilled for quite some 
e. 
Among these bills is a requirement 
r schools "to include instruction in 
des 6-12 on AIDS in school districts 
at elect to provide courses in com­
ensive sex education and family 
e." , 
An additional bill requires these 
same schools to teach courses on sexual 
abstinence until marriage. 
However, for Charleston schools, 
these two bills are simply a formality. 
''We have been dealing with that for 
some time," said Clyde Franke, health 
instructor at Charleston High School. 
''We teach it and deal with it very 
openly." 
Franke has been discussing AIDS, as 
well as other communicable diseases, in 
his health course since 1980 when the 
subject first came on the scene. 
The four to five day unit on AIDS 
continues to change as more in­
formation is made available, he said. 
The Charleston sophomores in his 
class are encouraged to practice sexual 
. abstinence until marriage during a 
three-week unit on reproduction, 
Franke said. This unit has been taught 
for the entire 12 years he has in­
structed at the high school. 
"They (the students) are very 
straight-forward in dealing with it. 
There are not too many that are in­
timidated by it," Franke said. 
Bill Hill, district superintendent of 
schools, said the school district will 
continue to look into school laws to see 
if any additional information needs to 
be added to the current curriculum. 
In addition, the school district is in 
the process of developing and im­
plementing policies for students and 
employees_ affected by chronic in­
fectious diseases, including AIDS. 
Hill said a committee comprised of 
faculty, students and parents, will 
review the information and discuss a 
possible policy. Two separate policies 
may be made for students and em­
ployees. 
The district hopes to implement the 
policies in August 1988, Hill said. 
(See AIDS, page 6) 
Pay raise 
of zero 
accepted 
By JEFF MADSEN 
Staff writer 
Members of the University 
Professionals of Illinois voted Monday 
to ratify a tentative collective 
bargaining agreement for a zero 
percent salary increase this year. 
The agreement was approved by 75 
percent of the members and includes a 
reopener provision should additional 
appropriations for salaries become 
available. 
"We feel that the people (UPI 
members) voted for a contract th1,J.t was 
not ideal by any means," Mitch Vogel, 
president of UPI, said Wednesday. 
"This is only a_n indication of how much 
higher education has been ignored by 
Gov. Thompson and the state 
legislators this year. 
"Voting for this agreement was one 
way for them (UPI members) to 
maintain their professional .dignity. 
Another way is to work to override the 
governor's veto and find a way to 
secure more funds for higher 
education," Vogel said. 
-
''We're not pleased, but we realize it 
was the most realistic contract we can 
get at this time," he said. 
Approximately 132 Eastern faculty 
members voted in favor of . the 
bargaining agreement, while 38 voted 
against it and three abstained. 
The agreement calling for no wage 
increases was reached between 
members of UPI and the Board of 
Governors, Eastern's governing body, 
last month following budget cuts that 
eliminated provisions for salary hikes. 
Members at five BOG universities · 
voted on the contract over a'one-month 
period. 
"I haven't talked to a lot of the 
faculty, and unless they watched the 
news last night, I don't think they know 
that ratification has occured," UPI 
chapter president John Rearden said 
Wednesday. 
"The sentiment I've tried to express is 
that it's not a good contract, and we've 
got to try to get our state legislators to 
secure more funds for higher 
education," Rearden said. 
Of the 25 percent who voted against 
the ratification agreement statewide, 
Vogel said he felt that those members 
weren't disappointed with the union, 
but felt they needed to show their 
concern to state legislators with a "no 
vote. 
"It's just like teachers give student� 
an "incomplete" for insufficent work, 
the faculty members were giving the 
state legislators and the governor an 
"incomplete" for lack of funding," 
Vogel said. 
"Now we have to concentrate our 
energies on Oct. 21 when we have the 
lobby day in Springfield. I don't think 
that day should be seen as the capstone 
to this whole thing; but rather, the 
beginning of a major drive. We want to 
tell the legislature that we're not going 
to sit idly by and let them determine 
our future," Vogel said. 
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Associated Press 
State/Nation/World 
Arms sales to China plot learned 
Reagan argues Democratic count, 
opti·mistic about Bork acceptance 
NEWARK, N.J.-Authorities have uncovered a
" 
plot to 
export missiles and F-14 fighter aircraft plans to the 
People's Republic of China involving high-ranking Chinese 
officials, it was revealed in court Wednesday. 
The disclosure came during a detention hearing for 
businessman Chang-Yao Chi, 65, of Flushing, N.Y.,.who was 
arrested Sunday. He was charged with conspiracy to 
illegally export arms. 
Chi has links to ''high-ranking members of the United 
Nations (Chinese) delegation and the People's Republic of 
China," said Assistant U.S. Attorney Mark S. Olinsky. 
The F-14 is the U.S. Navy's primary fighter jet and the 
U.S. has never sold one to China. The missles involved were 
the TOW and sidewinders. 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Presid­
en t Reagan on Wednesday 
disputed a Democra.tic headcount 
showing his nomination of 
Robert Bork in trouble and 
exhorted the Senate to choose 
"statesmanship over par­
tisanship" in voting on the 
embattled Supreme Court 
nominee. 
Reagan said he is optimistic 
Bork will be confirmed, and both 
he and White House Chief of 
Staff Howard H. Baker Jr. 
challenged Senate Democratic 
Whip Alan Cranston's tally 
showing at least 49 senators now 
against confirmation. 
Baker acknowledged the ad­
ministration can count only 40 
votes for Bork, the same figure 
Cranston has, but the Reagan 
aide said there are just 30 sure 
votes in 9pposition and about 30 
undecided "souls yet to be saved." 
Cranston had said of Bork on 
Tuesday, "I think he's licked." 
But his Republican counterpart, 
Sen. Alan· Simpson, R-Wyo., 
predicted on Wednesday that 
Bork would be confirmed. 
By his count, Simpson 
"we're four up with about 2 
two dozen undecided." He said 
Cranston, "Al might have coo 
his numbers a bit; that's not 
kind of trend we see." 
Reagan and top-ranking 
ministration officials, reactin 
statements by Bork critics 
the nomination is endange 
took the offensive as the Se 
Judiciary Committee hear· 
wound to a quiet close on Capi 
Hill after 12 days and more t 
100 hours of testimony. 
U.S. Magistrate Stanley R. Chesler ordered Chi detained 
without bail after finding him a risk to flee because of his 
diplomatic and government contacts, who would "have the 
capacity and desire" to ai
.
d in his flight. 
Fire causes 1 2 Milwau.kee deaths 
Reagan rejects book as fiction 
WASHINGTON-President Reagan, after telephoning 
the widow of CIA Director William J. Casey to off er his 
support, on Wednesday denounced as "an awful lot of 
fiction" a book that says Casey arranged for a Middle 
Eastern assassination attempt. 
The president, in an exchange with reporters, also said he 
did not and would not authorize any assassination attempts 
and does not believe Casey undertook any covert operations 
without . his knowledge as related in the book by Bob 
Woodward. 
MILWAUKEE (AP)-One of 
the worst fires in the city's 
history swept through an 
overcrowded two-story house in a 
poor. neighborhood Wednesday, 
killing 10 children and two 
adults who were about to be 
evicted for failing to pay rent. 
Eleven of the dead were found 
on the second floor, trapped 
there when flames destroyed the 
main staircase, officials said. The 
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ages of the children ranged from 
11 months to .8 years. 
Three adults who escaped the 
fire also lived in the home, 
located on Milwaukee's North 
Side, officials said. 
"The children were so frien­
dly," said Dottie Brewster, a 
neighbor who lived in an adjacent 
house which was damaged by the 
fire. "They were happy all the 
time." 
Lt. Charles Grisham of 
Milwaukee Police Departm 
said the deaths appeared to 
caused by smoke. 
The fire, reported at 4:42 a. 
started in the first floor of 
house, apparently in the kitch 
said James Rechlitz, a 
battalion chief. Investigators 
not know the cause immediate 
but tentatively ruled out arson. 
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ROBB MONTGOMERY I Staff photographer 
;ampus seculity office ill.D avis..fills..out...a par.kin_ violation Wednesday 
ming in the parking lot behind the Buzzard Building. The unlucky motorist 
48 hours to make restitution at a cost of $5. 
Senate approves bill 
for Ticketmaster site 
By JEFF MADSEN , 
Staff writer 
After nearly three weeks of 
legislation, Student Senator Grahame 
Wilkin's bill proposing the installation 
of a Ticketmaster in the University 
Union was approved in a Senate 
meeting Wednesday night. 
"I'm glad it was finally approved," 
Wilkin said Wednesday, adding "And if 
this goes through and eventually 
becomes reality, I think a lot of 
students will say 'thank you'. But, it's 
not over yet. Once I see a Ticketmaster 
booth in the Union, then I will know 
that everything was worthwhile," he 
said. 
Wilkin's bill was tabled twice before 
it was approved Wednesday because 
several senate members had questions 
that were left unanswered after 
Wilkin's presentation, specifically, 
where in the Union it was going to be 
placed, whether or not the Union knew 
or even approved of the idea and 
whether Ticketmaster had even con­
sidered an outlet at Eastern. 
· At last week's session, Student 
Activities Director Anita Craig said the 
Union was basically supportive of 
Wilkin's proposal, but still posed 
questions about the marketability of 
the Ticketmaster booth and· wondered 
if TiCketmaster approved an oulet on 
cainpus, how long it would take to get 
here. 
''When we do our demographic study, 
it's alf a matter of checking out the area 
to see how close the next outlet is, 
checking to see if there is a steady 
business atmosphere in the community, 
and finding how populated the area is. 
a 's how we ·ustif o eninm an 
outlet," said Ari y CiarK:, a kite -
master sales and marketing 
representative, Wednesday. 
"\Ve don't have a specific timetable, it 
all depends on how quickly the study is 
done. Sometimes it takes a week or two 
and others might take over a month or 
two," Clark said. 
Now that the senate approved 
Wilkin's bill, Wilkin said the next step 
is to sell Eastern to Ticketmaster. 
''It's a case where we've got to decide 
if we want it here or not and then we've 
got to convince Ticketmaster we're 
worth it," Wilkin said. 
If Ticketmaster grants Eastern an 
outlet, the univer ity will collect 20 
percent of the service fee charged per 
ticket, and unless there are a lot of 
tickets sold, Anita Craig said last week 
that 20 percent per ticket isn't a lot of 
money. 
"One thing that has to be looked at 
administratively is the 20 percent we 
get from the service charge. That's not 
a lot of money unless there are a lot of 
trans11ctions," Craig said . 
If revenue from the booth doesn't 
break even, Wilkin said the cost has to 
be made up through the Union, but he 
doesn't think that will happen. 
"The way Ticketmaster has got it all 
worked out_, we're supposed to at least 
break even and maybe even make some 
money," Wilkin said adding. . 
The Union will be responsible for the 
initial cost of the outlet and will also 
have to pay for advertising, personnel, 
liabilty insurance, and a monthly 
service charge. 
Ticketmaster, currently America's 
largest ticket service, serves the greater 
Chicagoland area and major Indiana 
cities including Terre Haute and In­
dianapOlis. 
1 
A speaker stresses large crowds for lobbyi ng.effOi'-ts 
an effort to increase student 
ness for the scheduled Oct. 7 
y Day," Brian Hopkins, an Illinois 
ent.s Association public relations 
man, spoke to the Student 
te Wednesday. 
you're in a situation like we (ISA) 
when you don't have a lot of money, 
can always compensate for that 
large numbers of people," Hopkins 
, �ferring to the Oct. 7 "Rally Day" 
and the Oct 21 .  ''Day of Action", both 
lobbying efforts to pressure state 
legislators into alloting more funds for 
higher education. 
''Illinois ranks 45th among the 50 
states in funding for higher education 
and over 30,000 students each year 
leave Illinois to attend school in 
another state where they can be 
assured they're getting what they pay 
for," Hopkins said. 
"The bottom line is when we tell our 
elected officials in Springfield we need 
more funding, we've got to show how it 
can be done-and that's through a tax 
mcrease. 
"I'll predict that there won't be a tax 
increase at this veto session coming up, 
but our efforts will get the ball rolling 
for a possible tax increase later in 
January or April," Hopkins said. 
Hopkins also urged senate members 
to encourage students and faculty alike 
to attend the Board of Governors 
meeting on Oct. 22 here at Eastern. The 
BOG, Eastern's governing body, is 
likely to vote on a tuition increase for 
next semester ranging anywhere from 
$50-$100 at that meeting. 
In related business, the senate 
unanimously approved a resolution to 
support ''Rally Day". 
The senate also approved of Student 
Senator Grahame Wilkin's bill · to 
approve the installation of a Ticket­
master in the University, Union. llie 
bill was approved Wednesday after 
being tabled twice during prior senate 
sessions. 
7 Homecoming th�me titled-"E.l.U. The Big Apple " 
UDY WEIDMAN 
· editor 
dents can take a bite out of 
om by attending "E.I.U. The Big 
le," Eastern's 1987 Homecoming 
11-17. 
1 Ives, who attended Eastern from 
7 to 1930, will lead. the 
ecoming parade on Oct. 17 and 
the national anthem at the football 
e against Indiana State. 
wever, the parade route will be 
tly altered from years past. 
e procession will begin on Seventh 
t and Lincoln Avenue, move 
ards the Charleston Square, circle 
square, march down Sixth Street, 
through Boatman's Bank parking 
to Seventh Street and finish at 
Building. 
the past, the parade began at 
n _ Park and proceeded down 
ln Avenue to Seventh Street. 
Parade Co-Chair Monica McAdams, a 
junior, noted the course was altered 
because campus and city police said 
Lincoln Avenue was a state highway 
and was dangero:us to children who 
may be watching the parade. 
The spirit competition has also been 
changed. 
hi addition to an overall winner, the 
Homecoming Committee split the 
competition into two groups: greek 
division and general campus 
organizations. 
Homecoming Chair Lisa Mariani said 
the committee made the change "to 
incorporate more residence hall par­
ticipation." 
Mariani, a senior, is also having a 
greek liason and two organization 
li�sons to help the Homecoming proc�ss 
run smoother. 
''I worked as election chairman last 
year and I knew that these liasons were 
needed to help get more organizations 
involved and aware of what was going 
on," she said. 
The Homecoming activities officially 
begin at 2 p.m. Oct. 1 1  on the South 
Quad at a kick-off party with free food 
and a performance by the band ''P.J. 
and the Cats." 
In addition, student organizations 
will display their window-painting 
talents from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Oct. 
11 in the Union Walkway. 
On Oct. 12, students may participate 
in "Fun Games"· at 7 p.m. on the 
Library Quad. 
Mariani, a business education major, 
described the event as "one big game 
with five contests within it. "  
, The games will also preserve the 
"E.I.U The Big Apple" theme by of­
fering apple juice and an apple bobbing 
contest. 
Oct. 13 is Homecoming election day. 
Students may vote for a king, queen 
and freshman attendant from 7:30 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. in the University Ballroom. 
The winners will .be crowned at 
coronation 7 p .m: Oct. 13 in the Grand 
Ballroom. 
To prQmote school spirit and at­
tendance at the Homecoming game 
Oct. 17,  there will be a bonfire/rally 8 
p.m. Oct. 15 on the Lawsonffaylo 
tennis courts. 
Correction 
Sally Salmons was incorrectly quoted 
in Tuesday's edition of The Dail 
Eastern News. She said the Hospice o 
Lincoln . Land welcomes studen 
volunteers. She also said the Hospic 
has previously had excellent studen 
volunteers. The News regrets th 
errors. 
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J-board shou Id 
do justice, not -
appease anger 
Discipline. 
That is what Eastern's Judicial Board is 
organized to administer. But, it seems that 
board has failed in its efforts to teach self 
control and character, the very foundation of 
discipline. . 
Obviously, in the case of Terry Zeman, the 
- student charged with Editorial mob action following a 
party at which two 
Charleston Police officers were injured, the 
very fibers of the disciplinary system have 
unraveled. 
First and foremost, although university 
officials will not admit publicly, Zeman has 
been made a· scapegoat to· appease the 
community's outrage. 
Obviously, when two Charleston Police 
officers are injured while trying to break up a 
party, the community will be infuriated, and 
there. will be pressure to punish those in-
volved... . 
However, when this anger reaches into the 
university's disciplinary system and allows it 
to side step Zeman's right to due process of 
law as stipulated in the 14th Amendment, the 
officials who ordered the' hearing are guilty of 
a far worse crime than those committed in the 
early morning hours of Sept. 1 2. 
Secondly, the fact that the incident oc­
curred so close to the university and the 
casualties of it included two Charleston police 
officers, the board has in effect, singled 
Zeman out for preferential punishment. 
Earlier this year, during spring break, an 
Eastern student was charged with failing to 
stop and_ render aid, a felony, after he plowed 
his car into a crowded South Padre Island, 
Texas, street injuring four pededstrians-two 
of whom are University of Colorado football 
players. 
Although the crime is more serious, 
although· the careers of two University of 
Colorado 'football players were . seriously 
altered and although the man was afforded 
due process and admitted his guilt, Eastem's· 
judicial board took no action, and the con­
victed man is now an Eastern sophomore. 
Was Zeman's only crime that of possibly 
violating a law too close to campus? Or, was 
Zeman's crime that he put his faith in a judicial 
process which has yet to file formal charges? 
Eastern's Judicial Board needs drastic 
reforms in the wording of its conduct code 
which allows a convicted man to walk free of 
its disciplinary grasp, while a yet to be proven 
guilty man is suspended from school for one 
academic year. 
· g · c' ...... 10 · · · , -. . · · Grown-up game of cowboys, Indian 
When I was a l ittle kid, the one 
thing my friends and I loved to do 
was pretend we were cowboys 
and l ndiaps .  
We thought we were the 
cowboys of the Old West, 
roaming around the lonely town 
streets , looking for that one 
gunfight that would prove we 
were the fastest. 
We'd run around for hours with 
our cap guns blazing away. Of 
course , each of us would die at 
least 30 times a day . 
But it was fun , and we didn't 
care. 
Larry 
Smith 
All you had to do was pul l oyt your gun and shoot, 
and your enemy would d ie. Simple, yet straight to the 
point. 
But now, down in Don Johnson land,  grown-ups can 
do the same except with real guns and real holsters . 
· Starting Thursday , residents of Florida can carry a 
sidearm in plain view without a permit. But if you don't 
want to carry your gun in open view, you can easi ly get 
a permit to carry it concealed. 
I'm usually not easily intimidated ,  but there's 
something about a place where most people can carry 
a sidearm that scares me just a l i ttle . 
Imagine, it's been a long day at work and you're 
driving home when some id iot cuts you off . Normally 
you'd yell some profanities and let i t  go at that . But with 
your new macho gun and holster, you can take im-
mediate action. · 
• 
You can get out of your car , shoot his tires out and 
tell him to gef out of the car. But when he gets out, he 
pulls his macho gun out and you can re-enact the 
shootout at the O.K.  Corral . 
But, uh-oh , you're using real bullets and both of you 
shoot and ki l l each other. Now wasn't that fun? 
This may be far-fetched , but it is not too unrealistic 
when you let the majority of the people carry guns so 
easily. 
Some people m ight· think just because a new law is 
·Your turn 
passed it doesn't mean everyone is going to go ou 
buy a gun .  But prior to this new law , in Bro 
County , Fla. , there were only 24 permits to 
concealed weapons. But so far, almost 2·,400 p 
have applied for the permits . 
There has also been a mad rush to the gun rang 
people can prepare themselves to carry guns. 
Police in Florida are rightful ly scared . Imagine if 
simi lar to that was adopted in Il l inois, the rece 
cident at the after-bars party with Charleston 
could have been a tragedy. 
There are a lot of people who are saying this 
great victory for those who believe in the right to 
arms. 
But at what cost to the general safety of the 
must this r ight be upheld? 
If this is a supposedly civil ized nation then what i 
need to carry a gun? More than l ikely , a person will 
the gun out of anger and not for protection . 
people wi l l  not be trained how to think rationally 
gun .  The train ing they will receive is how to shoo 
gun. 
Police officers and security people ,  those 
usually carry guns, are trained how to react 
stressfu l  situation and taught not just to pul l out the 
and shoot. 
Of course, the law does have a few 
clusions-minors, felons and those with ce 
physical and mental disabil it ies. But what about 
emotionally unbalanced people who might not fit u� 
those other c lassifications? 1 
Are they going to be screened out? 
Although there might not be a great increasj 
kil l ings and shooting incidents , it is more l ikel] 
happen than some people bel ieve . I, personally ,  w� 
not want to be in a place where almost anyone I 
openly carry a gun. 
But apparently people in  Florida really want to 
their l ives l ike an episode of M iami Vice. 
Bang .  Bang. 
-Larry Smith is the managing editor and a reg 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
Lorig overdue for 
a maximum wage 
Editor·: 
Things are looking up for 
education when even a pre­
business student (quoted in The 
Daily Eastern News Sept. 25) 
feels that professional football 
players are already paid more than 
they deserve , g iven the worth of 
relation , say, to a poet, a pre­
school teacher or a thoracic 
surgeon? We seem to have 
conspired not to think about the 
relation between income and 
"profession ."  But now a pre­
Lumpkin scholar has openly 
asserted the truth . 
The "minimum" wage? In thil 
globally competitive world ,  onli 
stands between any worker an 
the hard fact that somewhere 1 ·coolie can and wi l l  do the sam1 
job for less money. Despite th1 
foul taste which the phrase 
"minimum wage" leaves in the 
mouths of our latest folk heroe 
the entrepeneurs , the notion ol 
the "obviously overpaid" athlet 
al lows us to consider the next 
step in man's search for a mon 
rational and just society . I refer 
course, to the long overdue 
passage of a "maximum wage 
bi l l." 
. tpeir social cqntribution. 
� ,Nevertheless, the idea that a 
g iven profession 'rs overpaid 
seems red-tainted.  (Does Lee 
lacocca's $20 mi l lion bonus make 
him less greedy than Brian 
Bosworth?) Can the fans really 
know how much $1 professional 
punt· return special ist deserves in 
Letter policy 
Perhaps other business 
scholars wi l l  also detect in the 
NFL comedy a reductio ad ab­
surdum of the notion that people 
earn or deserve the amount of 
money they receive . For there is 
obviously something wrong with 
paying a cocaine-snorting 
l inebacker mil l ions whi le reluc­
tantly dol ing out food stamps to a 
clerk trying to raise a family of five 
on a min imum wage job. 
Frank Sto 
English profes 
The Daily Eastern News welcomes letters to the 
edilor from any reader addressing issues relating to the 
campus community. 
Only the first three names from letters contair 
more than three authors will be publ ished uni 
further specified. 
The name and telephone number of at least one 
author must be submitted with each letter to the editor. 
Letters must be 2 50 words or less. 
Letters submitted without a name (or a pseudon 
or without a telephone number or other means 
verifying authorships will not be published. 
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ushing up 
ke Dunifer, a university civil service employee, cleans 
brush high atop the newly repainted Union Wednesday 
B lood drive needs m o re donors 
By BETH CARLSON 
Staff writer 
The third day of the blood 
drive turned out to be a slow 
one, collecting only 341 pints, 
said Mark Bomball, faculty 
adviser of the drive. 
"This is the slowest it's been 
in two years," Bomball said. 
Although the goal for 
Wednesday was 400 pints, 27 
potential donors were turned 
away for various reasons. 
''We add 50 pints to the goal 
each day so tomorrow it (the 
goal) will be 450," Bomball 
said. Throughout the three-day 
drive, 907 pints of blood have 
been collected. 
Even though · donor par­
ticipation has been low, there 
have been a large number of 
students asking to volunteer. 
''We hate to turn them away 
but there is not enough work," 
Bomball said. 
Not only is the Red Cross 
putting the blood to good use, 
but it is usng the platelets in 
"' 
the blood for cancer and 
leukemia patients, said 
Bridgette Smith of the St. 
Louis Red Cross. 
The blood is driven to St. 
Louis every two hours where it 
is broken into components. 
"We have to have the blood 
right away to break it down, 
because if we wait too long we 
can't get the best utilization 
possible," Smith said. 
"In the past few weeks, 
platelets have really been in 
need," she added. 
Cancer and leukemia . 
patients need the platelets 
because chemotherapy breaks 
down the platelets, which are 
produced in the bone marrow. 
"If a cancer or leukemia 
patient were to get a cut, they 
could bleed to death withm:t 
the platelets," Smith said. 
"There's a pretty big demand 
this year (for platelets). That 
shows that what we are doing 
is really important," Bomball 
added. 
Wednesday was "Buddy Day" 
and people who were nervous 
about giving blood brought a 
''buddy" for support. 
"I have seen a lot of buddies 
come in," Bomball said. 
However, Mike Sayerstad, a 
computer management major, 
came in by himself to donate. 
Sayerstad, who has donated 
five times in his lifetime, said 
that he used to donate because 
he thought it would bring him 
good luck before a test. 
"I donated today because 
everyone else in my house did 
and it seemed like the thing to 
do," he said. 
u n seli n g cen ter offers help for pan ic  at tack v ic t i m s  
ough the phobia which 
from panic attacks can 
ted with psychotherapy, 
ttacks themselves should 
ated with medication, 
· Counseling Center 
r Bud Sanders. 
ders, who spoke Wetl­
y at the third Life Skills 
, said, "Psychological 
lems a n d  m e d i c a l  
ms overlap" i n  a panic 
victim. 
described the phobia as 
..... � 
an "overreaction to something 
that really shouldn't bother 
you that much," and panic 
attacks as ''basically phobic 
reactions without the phobic 
stimuli." 
Sanders said a panic attack 
can come "out of the blue" for 
victims, and the "uncertainty 
of it is what makes it extremely 
uncomfortable." 
The attacks, which are 
marked by an increase in 
heartbeat, sweaty palms and 
feeling like death is imminent, 
o ften result m victims 
Fa.ll Sidewo-lk SJ.e t 
-
. Wed .  - $epi;embe.r 3 0. 
Th,u.rs. � F°Yi . ,..._ Oc.tober I �· 2 
q:oo 
{ a  
+otJ  
developing agoraphobia, he 
said. 
A victim of panic attacks 
named Debbie told the 
audience at the· seminar about 
her experiences. 
She said she first ex­
perienced a panic attack while 
drivmg on an interstate with' 
her husband when she was 19.  
She said she became shaky, 
developed diarrhea and told 
her husband, "Something's 
wrong with me; we've got to go 
to a hQspital." .. 
Afterwards, she said . she 
began associating her panic 
attacks with the interstate, 
which victims . often do and 
thus begin developiP g phobias. 
"The more I had panic at­
tacks, the more I built up this 
wall," she said, associating 
clothes and other items to her 
attacks. 
She added that a victim 
cannot control the attack, and 
that victims are "always 
scared, always looking over 
their shoulder" in anticipation 
of an attack. 
Debbie said her family and, 
husband believed the attacks 
were all in her head, and that 
she would be okay. 
However, it wasn't until 
viewing a 20/20 program 
featuring panic attacks 10 
· years after her first attack that 
Debbie said she realized her 
problem. 
She said after viewing the 
program she began researching 
panic attacks and found out 
that her problem was 
p h y sio l o gic.a l .. a-na ,:; . ; npit v 
psychofogical. (-r. ' .-:· . ,  .. � � ·  
' . .  
f!iuo LIGttT.) 
FOR -SALE! 
SPUDS MACKENZIE � 
T-SHIRTS $5.00 
HATS $6.00 .. 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH -DRIVE_R 
J •. 
• 
SHIRTS $25.oo-
(NATuRAL, MICHELOB, MICHELOB LIGHT) 
(BUDWEISER, BUDLIGHT, BUSCH) 
SEE YOUR ANHEUSER-BUSCH COLLEGE 
REPRESENTATIVES: 
TODD COFFEY 
JEFF COLLINGS 348-5595 
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Ad u lt st u dent g ro u p  approved 
TAKE A CHANCE 
YOUR photographers. 
are booked for today 
and F riday. However, 
they are wi l l ing to take 
wal k- ins.  Hu rry over to 
3 rd floor of the Un ion 
to have your yearbook 
photograph taken . 
By JEFF SMITH in at all or lost 'in the Student 
Staffwriter Activities Office. 
The Organization of Adult The organization re-applied 
Students , Informal and for senate recognition earlier 
Supportive was officially this semester, Harold said, 
recognized as a student adding the group is now 
organization at the Student reorganizing after receiving 
Senate meeting Wednesday, the senate's approval. 
said Senator Tim Taylor. In order to become a 
OASIS first organized last r e c  o g n  i z  e Q.  s t u d e n t  
spring,  according to its organization , OASIS was 
treasurer, Arlene Harold, but required to turn in four copies 
was not recognized by the o f  a n  a p p l i c a t i o n  fo r 
senate until this semester. organizational recognitfon and 
Harold said an application · a copy of its constitution to the 
was given to the senate last Student Activities Office , 
spring; however, Taylor said Taylor said. 
either the application was Taylor,  the University 
turned in too late, not turned Relations ' Committee chair, 
then reviewed OASIS's ap­
plication and constitution and 
interviewed OASIS's president, 
Barbara Estes, and Harold. 
Taylor said his committee 
decided to approve the 
organization and put it up for a 
senate vote Wednesday. 
The purpose of OASIS is to 
promote the academic and 
social welfare of n n ­
traditional students a t  Eastern, 
Taylor said. 
Harold said OASIS will also 
set up service groups, from a 
baby-care co-op service to a 
support group for older people . 
AI DS _______ from page 1 
Several of the bills involve 
requirements for the Illinois 
Department of Public Health, 
most of which have also been 
practiced for quite some time . .  
o f  sexually transmitted 
diseases -to the IDPH. It also 
permits a "contact tracing" 
program which encourages 
individuals with sexually 
transmitted diseases to notify 
those who may have been 
exposed to the disease. 
Mary Huck, IDPH public 
information officer, said this 
bill is also "old news."  The 
IDPH has been requiring these 
ca,ses to be reported for over a 
year. 
Senior sitting fee $5 
Underclassme� sitting fee $4 
DO IT NOW OR NEVE 
One bill requires physicians 
and laboratories to report cases 
- �*.***************************************** 
Th u rsday- specia l 
Cou pon worth 
'$2.00 off on 
Thursdays 
Fast FREE 
Del ivery 
* # Get more out of your · # - time at College 
i R.A. APPLICATIONS # 
· AVAILABLE * # Sept. 28-0ct. 2 
• - - - - - • • - couPoN• - - - - - - - - i # At your Residence Hall Desk : lfi ROMA'S_ PIZZA . - 1 .  - # · At the Housing Office for 
1 636 w. Lincoln FREE DELIVERY � * ff t d ts 
I $1 00 ff 1 / 1 6 oz .  Pepsi o # 0 -campus S U en I • 0 with delivery of � .'!tic****************************************** .- Medium , Large small or medium pizzei � • , or X-Large Pizza 2/ 1 6 oz . Pepsi's I 
I Limit one per pizza · with large or x-large 34�����5 I 
I OPEN AT 1 .1 AM EVERYDAY AND 4 PM ON SUNDAY •, · · - · - • • • • couPoN• • • • • • • • • . 
You 'fl have every reason to celebrate once 
you visit Taco Time: 
To begm with, we prepare everything on our 
menu with your satisfaction in mind. You want to 
feel good about what you eat and we want to help. 
That 's  why we use only the freshest lettuce 
and tomatoes, real cheddar cheese, and hand­
prepared tortilla shells. 
You 're looking for something made fast that 
doesn 't taste fast. So we make all our refritos from 
scratch and fry only in 100% pure vegetable oil. 
Those are just a few reasons to celebrate 
the openmg of the new Taco Time in your 
neighborhood. 
Brmg m the whOle party today and 
Taste The Real Difference. 
81 9 W. Li ncol n 
345-1 551 
Sept. 28-Free med i u m  •11111 TacoTlme· drink with a n y  purchase � !I 
Sept. 28-0ct.  s-1 o % Tas�e The . d i s-co 1 1 1 . t  on very food i tem Real Difference . 
Free Food Sam ples 
FR O M  THE VO ICES, DO WN TO THEIR B EA TL E B O O TS, YO U'L L 
THINK YO U'R E SEEING JOHN, PA UL, G E O R G E  & R ING O !  
IF YO U M ISS THE B EA TL ES - · - DON'T M ISS 
\\ 
• • •  
• • •  as THE BEATLES 
Saturday Oct. 1 0, 8:00 p.m .  McAfee Gym 
Tickets: $6.00 Gen.  Publ ic  $3.00 Students W/ID 
Also Mr. M usic i n  
Mattoon & Charleston 
Mazuma Records-C harleston 
Tickets Ava i lable at U n ion Box Offic 
1 1  :00-3:00 M 
' =Th u rsday Octobe r  t',1 1 98 7 
re ign g ra nts pre$ented · � 
udents interested in 
· g in other countries can 
information and ad­
ent at Eastern's Study 
d Office, located in 
Hall, 216H. 
e office contains many 
gs, brochures and in-
ational packets on 
·versities in countries such 
West Germany, China, New 
d, Austria and Taiwan. 
· year we have seen 
interest in the Study 
oad Program , "  said 
lfgang Schlaugh, coor­
tor of Eastern's study 
d program. 
have already had four or 
people come in and ask 
about studying in Australia 
and New Zealand, ' ' said 
Schlaugh. 
He said there are two 
summer programs offered for 
1988: a three-week program to 
Greece and a two-week tour of 
French-speaking Canada. 
"The program to Greece 
. focuses on ancient Greek 
civilization , history and 
mythology," said Schlaugh. 
He said the cost of the 
program is approximately 
$1 ,485 including tuition, air 
fare and lodging. Students 
receive three semester hours of 
credit in English or history of 
art. This program includes 
lectures, as well as field study 
by English instructor Walter 
Lazenby. 
The tour of French-speaking 
Canada, to be instructed by 
Don Sundheim, an Eastern 
French instructor, is scheduled 
for June 13-26, 1988. The tour 
will cost approximately $665 , 
Schlaugh said, adding it will 
focus on the history and 
culture of French-speaking 
Canada . 
Eastern offers an exchange 
program with Frankfurt 
University in West Germany. 
There are . two undergraduate 
and one graduate scholarships 
available . 
This program is a year-long 
program which provides 
students with a chance to study 
in Germany, as well as travel 
throughout Europe on breaks 
between semesters. 
HA to d isc u ss Ha u nted Hou se 
Talk of ghosts and goblins 
· take center stage at the 
"dence Hall Association 
ting at 5 p .m. Thursday in 
ylor Hall. 
Plans for the Haunted House, 
"ch will be held from 7 to 9 -
m; on Oct. 27 and 28 in 
Thomas Hall basement, will be 
discussed at the meeting, said 
RHA President Bob Gruszka. 
Gruszka said the RHA is 
planning a Residence , Hall 
Week Nov. 9-12, which will be 
highlighted by a talent show on 
Nov. 10 and a hypnotist Nov. 
12. 
This Week's 
Special , ,  
Fall Basket -
$9 . 95 
Noble 
Flower 
. .  
Shop 
345-7007 
CARRY-OUT SPECIAL . 
GOOD AT CHARLESTON STORE ONLY · 
The Great Lakes . " c:�ciation 
of College and ..., _ versity 
Residence Halls Conferance at 
Wright State University in 
Dayton, Ohio will be discussed 
by National Communications 
Coordinator Lynette Woods. 
The discussion will be carried 
over from last week's meeting. 
THE 
PRESENT 
" 7 
Gene's .Derby Gasoline 
705 W. Lincoln St. Charleston, IL. 
We Have: Premium Unleaded, Regular Unleaded 
Regular Gasoline with 8 self service pumps 
& 4 full service pumps. 
We Honor: Visa, MasterCard, - Discover, & Derby 
cards at no charge on all Islands.  
Snacks: Pop & many other Items 
We Have: K- 1 Kerosene for your heater 
We Take: checks with proper 
I. D. -local phone & local 
address 
phone 3 4 5- 1 5 1 5  
... 
r .. 
' , 
CIRCUS DAYS 
- , AR.E H·ERE AT . 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE -
SIDEWALK BARGAINS 
GALORE - . 
AT ALL STORES 
• 
. . 
· COME JOIN 
THE FUN 
' 
THURS., FRl.-9 a.m.-8 p.m. 
. SAT. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. · 
. 
T h u rsday , Oct o b e r  t , t 9 8  7 9 
64 g ro up to repeat 
stern perform a n ce 
·a is coming to Eastern's 
8 p.m. Oct. 10 as "1964" 
to McAffee Gym. 
for the concert, ,$3 for 
and $6 for the General public, 
sale Monday at the Union Box 
Mazuma Records, 1414 Fourth 
Mister Music, 407 A Lincoln 
leston, and 700 E. Broad­
tt.oon. 
group, which performed in front 
ost 700 people Sept. 14,  1986, 
band members Mark Benson 
Lennon), Greg George (Ringo 
Gary Grimes (Paul McCartney) 
Miller (George Harrison). 
Kupsche, University Board's 
ge coordinator, said he chose 
d because, "They're a big money 
and I'm hoping to make a lot of 
so I can get someone good for 
n 
. Thu rsday 
I rlltl' Oct . 1 
Mi ller 
enu ine D raft 
Cups $1 .00 
75¢ ref i l l s  
· Al l  Night 
CALL 
llO'S PIZZA·' 
Tonight at 
THIRSTY 'S 
3 - 7  oz . BUD 
BUD LIGHT $1 25 BUSCH 
- POOL TABLES 
OTHER GAMES , 
AIR COND . 
Student Bartenders 
TRY THIRSTY'S 
YOU'LL LIKE IT! 
Kupsche said the cost of the band was 
$3,500. 
"I need to make $2 ,000 to break even, 
so it depends on if the audience has 
more general audience members or 
students for the number of tickets," he 
said. 
Kupsche said "The ads just started in 
the paper and we've j ust starting 
spreading flyers around �ampus. 
'We figured two weeks is enough 
time (for students to plan) and this is as 
far back as I could go with the money in 
the advertising budget," Kupsche said. 
The band has been together for about 
two years and its agent, Mark Hellman, 
said the band j ust headlined before 
15 ,000 people at The Forum in Ontario, 
Canada. 
''They work very hard on their lookS," 
Hellman said, adding, "Some of their 
outfits are made from the same reel of 
cloth that the original Beatles' suits 
were,"  Hellman said. 
Ten High 
or 
Northern 
Light 
1 . 7 5  L 
OSCO 899 lllS::!i!!IP' SALE ..... PRICE PLU 6906 
OSCO 
SALE 
PRICE 
Jim 
Beam 
1 . 7 5  L 
1 099 
PLU 6908 
J & B 
Scotch 
750 ML 
OSCO 999 
SALE 
PRICE PtU 891 0  
Board to consider plant 
By BRUCE UNDERWOOD 
Staff writer 
The possibility of establishing a 
recycling plant in Coles County will 
be discussed at 7 p.m. Thursday on 
the third floor of the Coles County 
Courthouse. 
David Buckner, director of the 
Office of Solid Waste and Renewable 
Resources, will be the main speaker 
at the Coles County Planning and 
Development Commission meeting. 
Buckner will discuss recycling 
programs in general and what would 
be involved in establishing one in . 
Coles County.  A slide presentation 
will also be used to further illustrate 
recycling programs, said Allene 
Philpott, a member of the Coles 
County Planning and Development 
Commission. 
Natu ra l  L ight  
Beer 
1 2/1 2 oz . Cans 
OSCO 3ae SALE 
PRICE PLU 6901 
M i l ler L i te 
Loose Case 
24/ 1 2 oz. Cans 
OSCO 799 
SALE 
PRICE PLU 6902 
Coors or 
Coors Light 
24/1 2 oz. Cans 
OSCO 799 
SALE 
PRICE PLU 1103 
Aristocrat 
Vodka. 
1 7 5  L 
osc c 799 SALE 
PRICE PLU 6904 
Aristocrat 
G i n  
1 '. 7 5  L 
OSCO 799 
SALE 
PRICE PLU 6905 
The main purpose of the meeting 
is to explore alternatives to solid 
waste landfilling. Philpott said area 
landfills are expected to be full 
within the next few years and the 
commission hopes to prepare for 
that time by exploring alternatives 
now. A recycling program is one 
alternative, she said. 
Coles County has two solid waste 
landfills, both located on Route 316. 
The one, owned by Western-Lion, is 
expected to be exhausted in four to 
five years, said Linda James, 
director of the Coles County 
Planning and Development Com­
mission. The other, operated by the 
Enviromental Reclamation Co. ,  is 
expected to expire in 10 or more 
years, James said. 
f''i, 
[j 
•, ,, . .  E 
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THRU 1 0-1 0-87 
_Ga l lo 
Prem i u m  
Table W i ne 
1 . 5 L 
OSCO 2/6 SALE PRICE 
PLU 6907 
Jack Dan iels 
Black Label 
7 5 0 ML osco 799 
SALE 
PRICE PLU 6909 
Marti n i  & 
Rossi �sti 
Spuma nte 
7 50 ML 
��E� 799 
PRICE PLU 691 1 
Calvert 
Extra 
���� 1 299 
PLU 691 4  
Fletcher & 
Oaks 
Coolers 
4/200 ML , 
OSCO 2ss SAlE 
PRICE PLU 911 1 
h u rsday ' s  
1 0  · lasslfled ads 
Report errors Immediately at 581 ·281 2. A correct ad wil l  
appear I n  the next edition.  Unless notified, we cannot be 
responsible for an Incorrect ad after Its first Insertion. 
Deadl ine 2 p.m. previous day. 
October 1 ,  1 
h u rsday ' s 
TV 
. Digest 
Crossword 
5:30 p.m. 
2 . 3 . 7 . 2 5  .<6. 2 7-News 
1 0-WKRP in Cinc innati 
1 2-Nightly Business Report 
C N N-Showbiz Today 
ESN-Winner 's Circle 
N I K-Nick Rocks 
TNN-Videocountry 
5:35 p.m. 
30-Carol Burnett and Friends 
6:00 p.m. 
2 . 3 , 7 . 2 5 . 26. 2 7-News 
1 0-Cheers 
1 2-MacNei l .  Lehrer Newshour 
2 6-Three's Company 
W E I U-High School Footbal l 
Show 
C BN-Remington Steele 
C N N-Moneyl ine 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
L I F-Jack and Mike 
N I K-You Can't Do That on 
Television . 
TNN-You Can Be A Star 
USA-Airwolf 
6:05 p.m.  
30-Andy Griffi th 
6:30 p.m. 
2 . 2 7-Wheel of Fortune 
3-PM Magazine 
?-Hol lywood Squares 
1 0-Soap 
2 5-Facts of Life 
2 6-Truth or Consequences 
WEIU-News Scan 5 1  
C N N-Crossfire 
ESPN-Speedweek 
N I K-Mr.  Wizard's World 
TN N-Fandango 
6:35 p.m. 
30-Sanford and Sons 
7:00 p .m.  
2 , 2 7-Cosby Show 
3 . 2 5-Tour of Duty 
7 , 26-Sledge Hammer'  
1 2-ll l inois Press 
WEIU-Fi lm Classi� Theatre: 
"They Made Me a Cr im inal . .. 
C B N-Hell  Town 
C N N-News: Shaw1 Waters Wi·  
l l 1ams 
ESPN-College Football 
L I F-Falcon Crest 
N I K-Donna Reed 
A C ROSS - - --
TNN-Nashvi l le Now 
USA-Riptide 
7:05 p.m. 
30-Sariford and Son 
7:30. p.m. 
2 . 2 7- Different Worl d  
7-Charmings 
1 2-lnnovation 
3 0-Basebal l :  Atlanta at 
Housto n .  
N IK-Mister Ed 
8:00 p.m. 
2 . 2 7-Cheers 
3 . 2 5-WiseGuy 
1 2-Upstairs . Downstairs 
7 . 2 6-Movie: "Proud Men. " 
CBN-700 Club 
C N N-Larry King Live 
ESPN-Col lege Footbal l 
L I F-Way Off Broadway 
N I K-My Three Sons 
U SA-Wrestl ing 
8:30 j>.m. 
2 . 2 7-Tonight Show's 2 5th 
Ann iversary 
W E I U-Project Un iverse : 
Astronomy 
N I K-An n Sothern 
TNN-New Country 
9:00 p.m. 
3 . 2 5-Knots Landing 
1 2-Mystery ' 
W E I U -U . S . A. Ton ight  
C B N-Straight Talk 
C N N-News: Walker Hart 
L I F-Mov ie :  "An Almost 
Perfect Affai r  ... 
N I K-Car 5 4  
TNN-Crook a n d  Chase 
9:30 p .m.  
1 0-News 
WEIU-News Scan 51 
CBN-Great American Out· 
doors 
N I K-Monkees 
TN N-Video Country 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 . 3 .  7 . 1 0 , '2 5. 2 6 . 2 7-News 
1 2-Doctor Who 
26-Tales from the Darkside 
W E I U-Sign Off 
C BN-Rem ington Steele 
C N N-Moneyl ine 
N I K-I Spy 
1 3  M osqui t oes,  
e.g .  
18 Covered w i t h  
A lenr;on 
TNN-You Can Be A Star 
USA-Airwolf 
1 0: 1 0 p.m. 
30-Better Worl d  Society 
Annual Banquet 
26-Tales from the Darkside 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 . 2 7-Late N ight with David 
Letterman 
3 . 2 5-MASH 
10-Magnum. P.I .  
1 2-Movie: "Whistling  i n  the 
Park . "  A comedy in which 
cult ists try to inf luence a famed 
radio detective to perform 
murder . 
TNN-Fandango 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
7-Wi n .  Lose or Draw 
· 1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Qui ncy 
2 5-Night Heat 
C B N-Burns and Allen 
C N N-News : Walker/Hart 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
L I F-Way Off Broadway 
N IK-Donna Reed 
TNN.-Nashvi l le Now 
USA-Dragnet 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
7-Nightline 
1 1 :30 p .m. 
2 . 2 7-Late Night  with David 
Letterman 
10-Movie: "The French 
Connection . "  A real· l ife ac· 
count of a N . Y .C.  detectives 
obsession with a mult imi l l ion· 
dol lar narcotics case . 
C BN-Best of Groucho 
ESPN-Sportslook 
N I K-Mister Ed 
USA-Edge of Night 
1 1 :3 5  p.m. 
7 -Superior Court 
Midnight 
3-Richard Roberts 
CBN-Jack Benny 
C NN-Crossfire 
ESPN-Water·ski ing 
LI F-How to make a mil l ion in  
the stock market 
N I K-My Three Sons 
U SA-Edge of N ight 
38 Beach reso rt  
40 Teacher ' s  
dec i s ion l Le n s a pe r t u re 5 Fodder p l a n t s  
I O  J e t t i so n  
1 4  She ' s back i n  
town 
64 M i med 
DOWN 
l Move wi t h 
d i ff i cu l tv  
2 M a rsh b
·
u l rush 
3 W o rd w i t h  
shoppe 
19 R e s t a u ra t e u r ' s  
concern 
42 Sta res a n g r i l y  
4 3  C l o s e t  adj u n c t  
44 Adj e c t i v e  fo r  
1 5  Seaport  i n  S W  
J a pan  
1 6 To -
( e x a c t  l y )  
1 7  G e n .  P a t t o n  
20 C o m m a n d  t o  a 
horse 
21 H e l m pos i t i o ri  
22 S h o w y  b i rd 
23 W e a v i n g  
defect 
2 4  C l i m bs up 
2 6  A lf red E .  
S m i t h  
30 Qn e  of  t h e  
G re a t s  
3 1  T h e  T e n t  
M a k e r  
32 R e t r ie v i n g  
d o g ,  fo r s h o rt 
35 R i p apa rt 
36 Sudden 
4 P l a c e  for d a r t s  
5 " - they 
bui ld  . . " ·  
Young 
6 One-c e l l e d  
a n i m a l  
7 U n c i v i l  
8 Let t e r  from 
P i raeus 
9 H o n o r i f i c  
J a panese 
s u f f i x  
1 0  ° r i n t e r ' s  
� l i s k  
1 1  1 � r ' s  
r . . . .... u v e r  
1 2  A p po rt ioned 
14 
2 3 4 
energet i c  spu rt 1=-+--11-+---< 
38 " C a va l l(' n a · ·  17  
t e m p t rr· s s  
39 P 1  I c o rn . e. g .  
40 H a rdens  
4 1  Type of t yp<' : 
A b b r .  
4 2  Ehrich  Weiss 
46 I n cu lca te 
49 As wel l  
50 " M y - d a y s ,  
/ When I w a s  
g reen . 
S h a k .  
5 1  W a v <'  on l a  
m e r  
5 2  Al i a s ,  fo r s h o r t  · 
55 °r 1 \  o! I lic 
20 
tk a r s  50 
59 C1c • ,  h n ;i m P  
f o r  t h e ·  l ·. l lw �s""s-+-+--+---
60 P I P a �: 1 11 1 
chang('s 
61 A s i a n  dr ·s( ' r l  
62 C o m p a � '>  
prn n l  s 
59 
62 
23 H a s tened 
2 4  W h a t  V e n u s  de 
M i lo i s  m i ss i ng 
25 Tha i l a n d , once 
2 6 E d i b l e  
s u b m a r i n e  
2 7  T r a c t  
28 F o u r  nogg i n s  
29 C o o k  w i thout 
l i q u id 
32 Lou i s M a rie  
J u l ie n  Viaud 
33 Lyr i c i s t -
Jay L e r n e r  
3 4  R o m a n t i c  
i s l a n d  
36 E sp ied 
3 7  P l a n  for 
bui ld ing lot s 
6 7 8 9 
63 M o t  1on l i · '> �  See page 1 1  for a n swers 
M e t h u s e l a h  
45 A d d i c t  
4 6  B a s k e t  f i b e r  
47 U.S .  n a v a l  
h i s to r i a n  
48 F resh m a n  
cadet  
51  Se i n e  feeder.  
· 52 On the peak 
53 J a pa nese 
sea port 
54 S ah e ran 
5 6  F a i t h ,  in  
F r a r. · .e 
57 S o u g h t  e l e c t i v e  
off ic · · 
58 M o s l e m  c h i e f  
1 1  1 2  1 3  
CB" Services Offered 
"MY SECRETARY" RESUME 
packages and typing services . 
Reasonable prices, excellent 
service. 903 1 8th . 345· 1 1 50. 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
PROFESSl()NAL RESU M E  
PACKAGES: -..iuality papers, big 
selection, excellent service. 
PATTON QUIK PRINT, 820 
Lincoln, next to Super-K. 345-
633 1 . 
---------�00 
C O P Y - X  2 0 7  L i n c o ln , 
Charleston, II. ( 2 1 7 )345-63 1 3. 
TYPESETTING R ES U M E  
SPECIALS. 
�-------- 1 0/ 1 6  
HAVING A PARTY? HIRE A 
D.J . !  Special rates for Greeks, 
weekdays, afterbars. Brian 348-
0406. 
_________ 1 0/2 
The Golden Comb Beauty & 
Tanning Salon. 1 205 3rd. St . 
345-7530. 
_________ 1 0/ 1  
CB" Help Wanted 
Earn extra money. Sell Avon. 
Call Pam at 359- 1 5 7 7  or Cheryl 
at 235-247 1 or Jan at 258-
8 1 1 5. 
-------==-=-=-=-==00 SUBSTITUTE INTERPRETER 
FOR H E A RING I M PAIRED:  
Lakeland College. Part-time 
days, ($7 .00/hr). American Sign 
Language skills preferred. Apply 
immed. to Personnel Office, 
LLC , . So. Rt . 45 ,  Mattoon, IL  
61 938. EOE/AA .  
_________ 1 0/ 1  
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health 
Center has an immediate part 
time opening for a medical 
transcriptionist in our medical 
dictation center. Applicants must 
possess good spelling skills and 
an interest in medical science.  
Knowledge -of  Anatomy and 
Physiology is preferred . On the 
job training is provided. Hours of 
work for this position ar-e 
evenings and weekends. If 
interested, please complete an 
application at or sent resume to: 
D e p a r t m e n t o f  H u m a n  
Resources, Sarah Bush Lincoln 
Health Center, P.O.  Box 3 7 2 ,  
Mattoon, I L .  61 838, Direct 
questions to : 348-253 2 .  
SBLHC i s  an equal opportunity 
employer. 
_________ 1 0/5 
� Adoption 
Baby wanted for adoption. We 
promise lots of love, warmth, and 
security. All medical paid. If 
pregnant, please call Vivian 
collect. (31 2 ) -743-3582. 
_________ 1 016 
� Room mates 
Male looking for male room­
mate, Furnished House, own 
room. Good location .  � 345-
7 2 74. 
_________ 1 0/5 
CB" For Rent 
STU D E N T  A P A RT M E NTS 
STILL AVAILABLE FOR ONE, 
TWO , OR FOUR PEOPLE. 
PRICE STARTING AS LOW AS 
$1 20 PER MONTH EACH. 
A PARTMENT RENTALS 820 
LINCOLN, 348- 77 46. 
__________00 
Dorm Size refrigerators and 
microwaves still available for 
rent, also vacuums $5 per day. 
348-7 7 46. 
_________9/00 
Available Spring semester, 2 
bedroom apartments; phone 
348-7746. 
_________9100 
2 BR. APT . FOR RENT CALL 
348-88 1 3. 
_________1 012 
Furnished house for 2 or 3 
students. $ 1  00 per person 
monthly. Deposit required. 345-
401 0. 
�---------�00 
FURNIS H E D  A PARTM ENT, 
SAVE $50. REDECORATED ,  
N E A R  FOOD- LAUNDRY . MEN. 
345-4846. 
_________1 0/9 
Rooms for women 1 4 1 5 
Seventh;  6th house fr.om 
campus. 345-53 7 4 .  $ 1 1 O 
monthly-utilities included . 
__________1 0/2 
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED 
A PARTM E N T ,  REFINIS H E D ,  
AVAI L A B L E  I M M E D I AT E LY , 
BUDGET. 345-4846. 
----------,-1 016 3 Single bedrooms for three 
men at $ 1  00- 1 1 O. Share utilities 
in large partly furnished comf. 
house. Corner of 4th & Madison. 
345-47 1 4. 
_________ 1 0/ 1 3 
� For Sa le 
Dorm size refrigerator, good 
condition $50, 820 Lincoln 
348-7 7 46. 
_________9/00 
1 983 V45 Honda Interceptor 
750 CC. Excellent condition , 
new parts, runs great! Call nm 
345-5258. 
__________ 1 0/2 
For Sale: Lange Z-Force 
Skiboots Size 1 0% - 1 2 %. Used 
twice $60. Panasonic car stereo 
w/tape, $ 20. Must sell. Call Tim 
58 1 ·5495. 
_________ 1 016 
MUST SELL-1 982 YAMAHA 
550 SECA BOUGHT NEW IN 
1 986. $ 1 200 or BEST OFFER. 
CALL MIKE 58 1 -2 760. 
__________ 1 0/2 
Greeta's Antiques, 1 020 S. 
1 7th., Mattoon. Tues.-Sat. 
1 0 :00-4 :30.  Vintage clothing, 
cameras, furniture, collectibles. 
__________ 1 0/2 
Schwinn, LeTour, 1 O·speed, 
midbar, excellent condition, 
$ 2 7 5  new-sell  for $ 1 50 . 345-
4540 evenings. 
__________ 1 0/2 
S m i t h  C o r o n a · e l e c t r i c  
typewriter, XL2000, 4 prints, 
n e w ,  $ 2 0 0 ,  3 4 5 - 4 5 4 0 
evenings. 
__________ · 1 012 
CB" For Sa le 
Must sell-Washburn 
guitar w/Kahler locking t 
$350. Negotiable. Call Ji 
5769 or 345- 1 058. Eve 
Must sell-1 982 Hond 
500. Bought new in 1 9  
mileage, great shape. 
Negotiable. Call Jim 34 
or 345- 1 058. Evenings. 
CB" Lost/F OU nd 
LOST: Ladies gold wa 
night at Nantucket. 
sentimental value. Rewar 
found call 348- 1 6 7 2 .  
LOST: Gold colored 
Either at Roe's or Pin 
apartments. Please call 
58 1 -3803. 
LOST: 3 month old 
Lab mix. Black with wh 
brown markings. Brown 
Answers to Shelby. 
Call 345-2076 or 345-7 
LOST: Ladies gold an 
Seiko watch Sat . night 
H ut. Reward $$. If found, 
call 58 1 -20 1 4 .  
Lost set o f  keys on 
blue key chain missing 
Saturday, September 26. 
LOST: My student I 
Driver's License. Plea 
Michele Kapp at 581 -2 
would be greatly apprecia 
�An nou nceme 
KIMMY : You r e  the gre 
G sis ever.  Cheer up and 
good day. Love, Tam. 
Lumpy, July 1 st ,  1 986 
l ike yesterday) , July 30th, 
seems so far away! 
Anniversary! I Love You! 
LORA BIEFELDT, I'm 
to be your D E LTA ZETA 
You are the best! Love, 
Hey NUSBAUM-Am I 
influence on you or wha 
to go out tonight? I Do! 
N EWBORN loves you ! ! !  
S K I  STEA M B O AT 
C H RISTMAS BREAK. 
MORE INFO CALL CAAi 
2803 or CINDY 581 -365 
TERESE PAPA: Hap 
thday! Good luck tonigh 
behind you all the wa 
L O U I S E  & A N N E .  
Remember, B irthdays 
you friends to abuse you! 
Jerrys Pub-$ 1 .00 for 
drinks. Drink !  Drink !  Drink! 
Jerry's Pub, Jerry's 
Jerry's Pub, Jerry's Pub 
bottles. 
Campus clips 
Unity Gospel Chain is meeting today at 3 p . m .  
at the University Baptist Church. Welcome t o  all 
students looking  to praise the name of our savior. 
Unity is having Sunday worship at the University 
Bapist Church, on the corner of 7th and Lincoln .  
We are also having choir rehearsal this Saturday at 
3 p.m.i n the FAM 0 1 3. We are also having Bible 
study on Thursday in the Green up room in the 
Union at 6 p . m. 
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowshi p  is having 
their weekly meeting tonight at 7 :00 p.m. in  the 
Union Gallery. Rich Carmichael, youth pastor from 
Kansas Christian Church, will be speaking.  
Everyone is  welcome. 
Career Planning & Placement Center will hold 
Campus Interview Sign-Ups today at 8:00 a.m. in 
the SSB R m .  1 3. Sign-up begins today for in­
terviews with Marathon Oil Co. 
IFC is having a meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. i n  
the Oakland Room o f  the Union. Chairman , 
delegates and executives attend . 
Phi Gamma Nu wil l  have a meeting today at 
5 : 30 p.m.  in the Charleston-Mattoon rm. We will 
also have a function wth the Delta Sigs at 9 : 00. 
Hope to see you there!  
Professional Psychology Club is  having a 
meeting ·tonight at 6 : 30 p .m .  in the Psychology 
Lounge. Please bring dues. 
EIU Cricket Club wi l l  practice in front of the 
l ibrary today at 4 : 0 0  p .m. God save the Queen . · Residence Hall Association wil l  have a meeting 
tcday at  5 : 00 p.m .  i n  Taylor Food Service. Ear ly 
d inner 4:05 p . m .  
M B A  Association is  having a meeting tor'arrow 
at 3 :00 in the Oakland Room of the U nion 
Businesl) Week activities will be discus 
MBA's are encouraged to attend help p 
year's activities. Please bring dues. 
Alpha P hi Omega is having Initiation Cer 
tonight at 8:00 in the Sullivan Room of the 
Please dress nicely and pledges please bri 
Association of Honors Students is h 
meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the library 
hal l .  
University Democrats is meeting today 
in Coleman Hall 203. 
Student Accounting Society is having 
formal meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 
Blair Hall. Information on Business Week, 
Day, and other activities. People sti ll owing 
for RESUME book, please bring $ 1 0  f 
members encouraged attend. New mem 
welcome. 
Campus Clips are published daily, free of 
as a public service to the campus. Clips sh 
submitted to The Daily Eastern News office 
one business day before date to be publi 
date of event) .  Information should include 
name of sponsor ing organization, (spelled 
Greek letter abbreviations), date, time and 
event, plus any other pertinent information. 
and phone number of submitter must be in 
C l ips containing confl ict ing or  confusi 
formation will not be run if submitter ca 
contacted Clips wil l  be edited for space a 
Clips sublT'1tted after noon of deadline day 
be . quarac;teed publ ication. No c l ips wil l  
by ·· hone GFps will be ru n one day only 
ev1o;nt. 
Thursday ' sCI •11 d d asst e a s Report errors Immediately at 581 ·281 2. A correct ad wlll appear In th• next edition. Unless notified, we cannot be responsible for en Incorrect ad after Its first Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
1 0/ 1  .,.,..,....,MA..,..,...,G:-AN-:-:-:---:H-:--ow--:-is
-
Pan-
surviving without our 
? I miss it! Let's do the 
" soon! Love, Angie. 
,..,.--=-:-..,...--::--::-::--:-1 0/ 1 Phi vol leyball players: 
luck tonight! ! Love, your 
Phi Sisters. 
.,,,,,.,..,..-�-:--=-::::-=::---::-1 0/1  GOOD 
K TO N I G H T !  J U ST 
EMBER, YOU ALWAYS 
E US PROU D ! !  LOVE, 
R ALPHA PHI SISTERS. . . 
1 0/ 1  
LUCK PHI SIGMA 
FLAG FOOTBALL 
M l  YOU GUYS ARE 
SOME!  LOVE YOUR 
RS. 
1 0/ 1  �Eu,..,..,..v--=M�O�O�RE�:
-7GOOD 
TONIGHT! ! Love, Your 
Phi Sisters. 
�------1 0/ 1  · e  Leakey: Your sisters 
so proud of you! Good Luck 
ht and Keep that Alpha 
1 0/1  �LT""A
.;.......,
z=ET=-:-A---::P�LE-=oo=E & 
BOARDS: You guys are 
a great job!  Keep up the 
work! Love, Kris. 
'!""-=:,..,...,,.:-='--=--:---:----:1 0/1  PLUMS-Thanks for always 
there for me! I love you ! ! !  
, YOur BABY SNAKE. 
1 0/ 1  �-AS-=-A
-
! -:::-G-:::-0
-
A-:-S::-A
-
!...,G=-o=-ASA! 
ASA! GO ASA! GO ASA! 
--�---,..,,......-...,.,-1 0/1  tudent Senate Minority/Intl . is 
ring BBQ w/BSU and AIS 
Oct 4 at 2 :00 p.m. at 
7th St .  Everyone 
e. $2 fee for food. 
-...-- ---:::-- ---:--1 0/2 arters Tournamnent and T · 
Giveaways at WOMBATS 
AV NIGHT. CASH prize for 
t Ouarters Player. ·  
1 0/2 m.:=:-M�A�NS:::-AN::-:--:::0:--::T�G�IF:-::.CARD 
ERS: ALL U CAN DRINK 
R BEER for $2 .00 at 
MBATS behind Friends and 
. FRIDAY NIGHT 9:00.  
_________ 1 0/2 
OMBATS AND MILLER 
H LIFE present FRIDAY 
HT ALL U CAN DRINK 
R BEER for $ 2 . 50 or 
. 00 at EIU's Newest PARTY 
CE:  WOMBATS behind 
d and Co. 
•=--�---:::-:---:-.,-:- 1 0/2 Terese, Happy 2 1 st to the 
t mom in the world. Have a 
I time tonight! Love, your 
, Nicole. (P.S.  Good luck 
ow morning! ) .  
__________ 1 0/1  
AMY LANG: DRIVEN THE 
YTONA LATELY? WATCH 
T FOR CR! ! COL & JULIE.  
_________ 1 0/1  
-
I -
ll?An nouncements 
TERESE PAPA: Have a happy 
2 1 st !  Will you ever be -the same? 
Michele. 
-----,-- ::--,.---1 0/1  MELISSA BENNING: You're a 
great kid .  Let's make it a great 
year. Michelc6".c === 
_________ 1 0/ 1  
Peggy Mier-I a m  totally 
excited to have such a terrific 
kid !  This year has a lot of great 
times ahead of us and I can't 
wait! Love, Karen. 
_________1 0/ 1  
Ji l l  Benninghoff, You're the 
best Iii' sis ever & I'll always be 
here for you! ASA Love, 
Mary Ann. 
-------�-1 0/1  
MARY LEJAWA: You always 
represent us so well !  Good luck 
tonight! Love, your AST sisters . 
_________1 0/1  
Chris & Dad: If you want the 
boxers just ask Possum Trot. M 
& C. 
_________ 1 0/1  
MICHELLE BIDENKAP: Good 
luck tonighJ! You would make 
the best DERBY DARLING 
EVER ! ! !  Love-Your Sigma Kappa 
Sisters. 
_________1 0/1  
Marybeth, Jenn,  Denise, Lucia 
and anyone else who feels that I 
am a crab . . .  I 'm not a grouch ! 
Even though ya all think so, I 'm 
the sweetest ASA, And now you 
know! ASA Love, MaryAnn.  
-----...,,..--,.,-- -1 0/1  TAMI HOERR-I'm watching 
you! Be good. Love, your secret 
sis. 
_________ 1 0/ 1  
L. B . :  Thanl<s for the printout, U 
can be so thoughtful !  (even 
though you didn't sign it). 
Thinking of you and looking 
forward to another fun weekend 
with my buddy! Love, yes Love, 
MA. 
_________1 0/1  
KATHY: It's time to make the 
donuts! 
_________1 0/ 1  
TRACY JONES-You are 
doing super! I am so proud of 
you! Love, your big brother, 
Janetta. 
_________1 0/1  
Karen Ventura and Stephanie 
Peyer: The · best twins a mom 
could ask for. You two are 
terrific. Looking forward to 
tomorrow. Phi Sig Lave, Cindy. 
_________1 0/ 1  
Kerri-You are a fantastic 
mom! Keep smiling and have a 
great day. Love, Irish . 
--------,---1 0/1 Anna-Banana, Happy 1 year 
anniversary. This past year has 
been the greatest. You're the 
only girl I ever want to get lost 
with in the Smokey Mountains or 
swim with in the Springfield P·· · · !  
I Love You,  Bear . 
_________ 1 0/1 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA-Keep up 
the great job on Derby Days! 
_________ 1 0/1  
PATTI AND ROSEANN-Moms 
you're great! ! !  Why have just 
one when you can have the best 
of both worlds?! !  Sigma Love, 
Dana. 
_________1 0/1  
AST Volleyball. and Dec-a-Sig 
Players: You did a great job! 
------�--1 0/ 1  
I I 
-""� ,,. > -� q ·� \ � ... c:a ::I  ,.. � ,:., � 
� f .,, '-1\� 
ll? Announcements 
Quick Cash-We Buy Gold 
Class Rings Sterling & Coins. 
The Pawn Shop Downtown on 
Square. 348· 1 01 1 .  
________ 1 2/1 1 
Dorm Size ri.gerators and 
microwaves sti l l  available for 
rent, also vacuums $5 per day 
348-7746.  
_________9./00 
Page One Tavern-Free beer 
tonight & tomorrow night 8:00.  
25¢ beers 9:00.  
_________ 9/00 
GETTING MARRIED SOON? 
Bring your friends over to the 
HONEY BEE FESTIVAL this 
weekend and choose your 
wedding gown . Sizes 3 to 24 Y. 
are carried in stock. Save up to 
75% on last year's gowns. 
Friendly gals will show you the 
latest styles for bridesmaids, 
flower g irls, mothers, and 
everything you need. Norma's 
Bridal Train ,  308 N. Central , 
Paris, I I .  Open Mon . •  and .Fri . 
n ites til 8 .  
_________1 0/5 
Those students who have not 
.i:>aid . your sitting fee for your 
yearbook portrait, please do so! 
Thanks, The Warbler. . 
_________1 0/ 1  
THIS FRIDAY A N D  EVERY 
FRIDAY TGl's FRIDAY WILL BE 
PARTYING ON TOP OF ROC'S. 
$3.00 ALL·U·CAN DRINK 9- 1 2 .  
------..,,..,.-..,,�1 0/2 TGl's FRIDAY ON TOP OF 
Rdc'S FRIDAY NIGHT. $3.00 
P,LL·U-CAN Drink 9-1 2 .  Come 
party with us. Featuring D.J. 
Doug Close. 
_________1 0/2 
ll?An nou ncements 
Chris Spanier, Thanks for 
being such a special Iii sister. 
You are the Best! Love, Karen. 
_________1 0/1  
SUSIE GOBLE: I 'm so glad to 
have you as my mom! We have 
to go out- ;eal -..v0n !  Good Luck 
tonight-show everyone how it's 
done the Phi Sig way. LOVE, 
BETH. 
----....-----1 0/ 1  
Marty Cook, Thank you for all 
the things you have done for us . 
You're the best Cresent girl we 
could ever have. Love, the men 
of Lambda Chi Alpha. 
_________1 0/ 1  
GOOD LUCK SUSIE GOBLE 
O N  D E R B Y  D A R L I N G  
CORONATION!  YOU MAKE US 
SO PROUD !  LOVE, YOUR PHI 
SIG SISTERS. 
_________ 1 0/ 1  
ASA National Consultant: 
Carol Hrenchir: We are so happy 
to have you back! ! What would 
we do without your love and 
caring? WE WILL see you in  
November! ! !  Love the Gamma 
Omegas. 
_________ 1 0/1  
Puzzle Answers 
S T O P I T A R E  S I  D U M P  
l u l u I 0 M U  T A  I A T E E 
0 l D B l 0 0 D A N  D G U T S G E  E •  A l  E E - E G R Z. T --- s c o  B • A �  C E  N D S 
H A  p p y � A R R I 0 R ---
E R I E - a  M A  R• l A B  
I E N D I l p A S M  I L 0 L A  
I A T - E L  S ••  I T A L -- G R  E A  T H  0 u D I  N I 
I M  p L A N  T •  A L S ---
S A  L A D-- o  N D  E l A K A  
T H  E R E F R I G E R A T  0 R 
L A  B E • 0 A S E S  I GIO B I 
E N  E S . , N E R T  I AI P E D  
BLOOM COUNTY 
WHllT ! PIP W€ 
M!S5 >W ? WHY, 
We've 8€m 
CO<INnN& 7H€ l{()(Jl{S 
'Tlt. YO<ll? ReT?IRN / 
R/6HT/ 
I 
MARK Sl.ACKMEYER 
Radio Personality 
Washington. D C. 
Yes. It costs 50<',wh k'h is 
what a int or newspa · 
pcrs go for tht'St' days. 
Is  t h e  Pope Cal hulk'! 
lsn 't Angie Dickinson a 
st<11"? Don"t \'OU Ion• 
('\'1'Q1 h i n �  Sinatra's 
l'\W rl'(:ordl.'<e Is Lany 
King a cnlumni ... t'! 10·1 
t t 
615 
Monroe 
OPEN 
Call 
345-Deli 
7 AM-8 PMf������ 
� 
10-9 
Saturday 
4-9 
Sunday 
Next To The Uptowner 
• Great Sandwiches 
• Variety of meats 
& cheeses 
TR Y a "Hello Deli " on 
a fresh baked whole 
wheat roll 
1 - - - - - - - COUPON - - - - - - -, 
! FREE Brownie I 8 - or Cookie � � with Purchase g 
1 of Any Sandwich �·· 
I Expires Dec. 24, 19s1 I 
L - - - - - - COUPON · - - - - - - .J  
by Be_rke Breathe 
.-.--------------------� 
}WR ROOM 7 
VH. .  WHY, We" HIW€N'T 
11XCH£P 11 7H/N& ' 
� CO<l!?S€ ,,. Rl&HT. . .  
11 VIRTl/llf..LY 5/ICRel? 
MeMOR/11{.. m �YO(JR 
� _,.,,._..-- _ llNrtCl-
fl/Tef? 
Soc1allte Farmer 
Rfll!l(t./.. 
New ror.1r. New York Tulsa. Okla. 
or C' O U tSl' n o 1  But J rm nut SUr<'. That hus 
t h i n k  thc);re suJI pro- cam(' throut(h anrl l<>ft 
te1.·t 1.•d by the fthl one or those blu1.• bOX('S. 
Amendment. but Henry ran on•r it 
wit h the tractor. 
()(Jr.? 
I JVSr 
5/&N!/7 
A 
I.CA�! 
CONCW5/0N? • A  REaJRP 
84 %  Of /J$ HAV£ OPINIONS. 
• 69% KNW 50M&fJNE. UJ.10'5 
lfA{) ON&. IN 7He lA<:iT Y&AR ! 
A C R O S S  T H E  U S A :  T H E  L O N G  A N D  S H O R T  O F  I T  
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TH E DAI LY EASTER N N EWS 
; 
1 2  T h
,
ursday Octob er 1 ,  1 98 7  
Football 
NFL 
American Conference 
East 
w L T PF PA 
NY Jets 2 0 0 74 52 
Buffalo 1 1 0 62 6 1  
Miami 1 1 0 44 38 
New England 1 1 0 52 64 
, INDIANAPOUS 0 2 0 3 1  46 
Centra l 
w L T PF PA 
Cincinnati 1 1 0 49 48 
Cleveland 1 1 0 55 38 
Houston 1 1 0 50 50 
Pittsburgh 1 1 0 40 5 1  
West 
w L T PF PA 
LA Raiders 2 0 0 47 7 
Denver 1 0 1 57 34 
Kansas City 1 1 0 35 56 
San Diego 1 1 0 4 1  44 
Seattle 1 1 0 60 54 
National Conference 
East 
w L T PF PA 
Dallas 1 1 0 29 38 
Philadelphia 1 1 0 5 1  5 1  
ST. LOUIS 1 1 0 48 4 1  
Football 
Washington 1 1 0 54 
NY Giants 0 2 0 33 
Centra l 
w L T PF 
CHICAGO 2 0 0 54 
M i nnesota 2 0 0 55 
Tampa Bay 1 1 0 4 1  
Green Bay 0 1 1 1 7  
Detroit 0 2 0 26 
West 
w L T PF 
Atlanta 1 1 0 3 1  
New Orleahs 1 1 0 45 
San Francisco 1 1 0 44 
LA Rams 0 2 0 32 
Sunday's games 
Pittsburgh at Atlanta 
San Diego at Cincinnati 
Cleveland at New England 
Indianapolis at Buffalo 
Green Bay at Minnesota 
Tampa Bay at Detroit 
Chicago at Philadelphia 
SI. Louis al Washington 
LA Rams at New Orleans 
Houston at Denver 
Dansa City al LA Raiders 
Dallas at NY Jets 
45 
50 
PA 
22 
35 
44 
37 
61 
PA 
68 
48 
56 
4 1  
football 
Miami at Seattle 
Monday's games 
San Francisco at NY Giants 
Saturday's games 
No games scheduled 
Eastern I l l inois 
1 987 lootball schedule 
Opp. Date 
San Jose State 2 4 ,  
Eastern 3 Sept. 5 ( 3 : 30) 
Eastern 1 6 ,  Northeast 
Missouri 1 0 Sept. 1 2 ( 1  :30)  
Eastern 1 5 , I LLINOIS 
STATE 9 Sept. 1 9  ( 6 : 30) 
E astern 1 7, Liberty 
U niversity 1 4  S e p t .  2 6  
( 1 2 : 30) 
at Akron . Oct. 3 (6:00)  
WESTERN ILLINOIS Oct .  10 (6:30) 
I N  D I A N A  S T A T E  
( Homecoming) Oct. 1 7  (1 :30) 
SOUTHWEST MISSO· 
URI Oct. 24 ( 1  :30) 
at Northern Iowa Oct. 31 ( 7 : 00)  
SOUTH E R N  ILUNOIS 
(Parent's Weekend) Nov. 7 ( 1  :30)  
at  Western Kentucky Nov. 1 4  ( 1  :00) 
· * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * � * * * * * * � 
.. lJ. �· .. 
' NCAA 
NCAA Division I-AA Pol l 
The Top Twenty teams in the NCAA 
Division I football poll, with first·place 
votes in  parenthesis, total points based 
on 20· 1 9· 1 8· 1 7 · 1 6· 1 5· 1 4· 1 3· 1 2· 1 1 ·  
1 0·9·8· 7·6·5·4·3·2· 1 and record: 
1 .  Oklahoma (44) 
2.  Nebraska p 2 )  
3 .  Miami ,  Fla. ( 4 )  
4 .  Florida State 
5. Norte Dame 
6. Auburn 
7. LSU 
8 .  Clemson 
9 .  Ohio St. 
1 0. T ennesee 
1 1 .  UCLA 
1 2. Michigan 
1 3 . Arizona St. 
1 4 . Penn St. 
1 5 . Texas A'M .  
1 6 . Washington 
1 7 . Alabama 
(tie) Iowa 
1 9 . Florida 
20. Georgia 
Record Pta. 
3·0 1 1 8 1  
3·0 1 1 36 
2·0 1 088 
4-0 965 
3·0 890 
2·0· 1 859Yt 
3·0· 1 82 1 y, 
4·0 8 1 0  
2·0· 1 7 7 5 Yt 
3·0· 1 636\1, 
3·1 564 
2 · 1  452 
2·1  445 
3·1 372 
2-1  320 
3·1 2 2 5  
3 · 1  2 2 1  
3 - 1  2 2 1  
3 · 1  2 1 8  
3 · 1  1 79 
AP Poll 
Listed below are the Top Twenty 
teams in the Divisionl·AA College Football 
NCAA:· ' ' 
poll as chosen by the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association ( NCAA) 
for the week of Sept. 28-0ct. 3,  1 98 7  
including 
current team records through Sept. 2 8 .  
Record Pta. 
1 . Holy Cross 3-0 <l 
2. Northeast Louisiana 3-0 O 
3. Maine 4·0 O 
4. NORTHERN IOWA 3 - 1  0 
5 .  North Texas St. 3· 1 0 
6. Nevada-Reno 2 · 1  O 
7. Appalachian State 2·2 0 
8. Northwest Louisiana 2· 1 0 
(tie) Jackson State 2·0· 1 O 
(tie) Richmond 3· 1 0 
1 1 .  Colgate 3 · 1  O 
1 2 . Eastern Kentucky 2 · 1  0 
1 3 . Georgia Southern 2·2 o 
1 4 . EASTERN ILLINOIS 3· 1 0 
1 5 . Idaho 3- 1 0 
1 6 . Southern U. 3·0 0 
(tie) James Madison 3· 1 O 
(tie) WESTERN ILLINOIS 3· 1 0 
1 9 . Tennesee-Chatanooga2--
20. 1East Tennessee State 3· 1 ·O O 
IHSA 
All-Time State Title Leaders 
IHSA 
School 
1 . Hinsdale Central 
2. New Trier East-New Trier 
3. Oak Park River Forest 
4. Evanston 
5. Maywood Proviso East 
6 .  Elmhurst York 
7. LaGrange Lyons 
8.  Chicago Lane 
8. (tie) East St. Louis Lincoln 
8 .  (tie) Rockford East 
1 1 .  Addison. Trail 
1 1 .  (tie) Arlington Heights 
1 3 . Chicago Heights Bloom 
1 3 . (tie) Park Ridge Main East. 
Baseball 
MLB 
American league 
Through Tuesday's gam 
East 
W L Pct. GB 
Toronto 96 62 . 608 
Detroit 94 63 . 599 1ll 
Milwaukee 89 69 . 563 7 
New York 8 7  70 .554 8l't 
Boston 74 83 . 4 7 1  21 
Baltimore 6 5  92 . 4 1 4 30 
,. � K � ,. 
� �o;�  B�!!�R_$ .. ,. .. .. .. Anything Goes for Any Group 
.. w/a TWIST .. .. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
: Jumbo Margaritas 506 west : 
• s1 s o  Each Lincoln .. 
: . . 345-2200 : * * * * * * * * * * * � * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * � * * * * 
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• • • • i TONIG HT i 
: ALL GREEK : 
. . ' - · .. . :uf?ARTY : : ·�9_>1 n�.J  .uo� + 
• iAf ·ROCS • ·  
• • : $2.00 ALL YOU : 
: CAN . DRI N K  : 
: SPONSORED B Y  : 
+ SIGMA CHI + 
• • • 
+ DERBY ·DA VS + 
: ' 87 : 
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IN THE 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
, 
Combo Meal Deals 
Daily 
Large Coffee & Donut  $ . 99 plus tax 
75¢ Itza Pizza Slices after 5:00 p .  m .  
Mondays 
Taco Sq/ad & Large Soda 
$2. 79 plus tax 
Tuesdays 
. Quarter Pound Bacon Cheeseburger , 
Reg. fry & large soda- $2. 99 plus tax 
Wednesdays 
Quarter Pound Cheeseburger, 
Reg. fry & large· soda- $2. 79 plus tax 
Thursdays 
Ch icken Fillet, Reg. fry & large s_oda 
'$3. 1 9  plus tax 
Fridays 
Fish Fillet,  Reg. fry & large soda 
$2. 69 plus tax 
Orwn Mon . ·F r i .  7 : 10 a . m . - 1 1 :(X) p . m .  
�==.: 
, /  
; 
N'A services 
I nviting ANY and EVERY group on cam pus to show 
thei r creativity and origina l ity to everyone on 
cam pus. Groups can have thei r pictu re taken in  any 
pose and at any location (with in  reason) . . 
Cal l  581 -281 2, the WARBLER office 
. 
(we're the yearbook people), 
to make an appointment. · 
Any group B IG or  small has 
to be signed up  by Oct. 2nd. 
(TH IS FRI DAY!!) 
CALL TODAY! 
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $  i LIFE AFTER COLLEGE? 
$ . . 
i CAREER DAY 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
s 
$ 
s 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
-
, 
• 
• 
' . 
Wednesday, 
October. 7, 1 ·987 
1 0:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
, Grand Ballroom 
University Union 
· Representatives from fifty 
major corporations, state & federal 
gencies wi l l  be avai lable  to discuss a 
p 
you r  career opportunities 
, Stop by anytime! 
If you · 1et this opportu nity . _ 
pass you by, wel l  . . .  
All Majors Welcome 
Sponsored by: 
lacement Center • Phi Gamma Nu 
Delta S igma P i  • AMA 
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $  $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $  
Eastern N ews Thursday October 1 , 1 9 8 7  1 3  
Baseball Sports log - Baseball 
Baseball 
.382 35y, 
. 578 
Franco.Cle 
Sheets, Bit 
GBel l ,  Tor 
495 86 1 58 . 3 1 9 
447 72 1 4 1 . 3 1 5  
592 1 1 1  1 66 .3 1 4  SPORTS O N  RADIO & TV 
THURSDAY 
Angeles (Welch 1 4-9)  
Friday's games 
CUBS at Montreal 
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan, Hou, 2 5 1 ; Scott, 
"'nu, 2 2 9 ;  Valenzuela, LA, 1 88 ;  Welch, 
LA, 1 88 .  
. 500 6 
.497 8 %  
471 1 0 %  
. 4 7 1  1 0 % 
.485 1 1  y, 
RUNs-GBell, Tor, 1 1 1 ;  Whitaker, Del, 
1 1 0 ;  Boggs, Bos , 1 06 ;  Molitor, Mil, 1 07 .  
HITS-SEITZER, KANSAS CITY, 20 1 ;  
Boggs, Bos. 200; Puckett, Min, 200; 
Trmnmell, Del,  1 9 7 ;  Yount, Mi l ,  1 07 .  
PRO BASEBALL-CUBS at  Pittsburgh ,  WGN-TV (Channel 
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati at Houston 
New York at CARDINALS 
SAVE5-Bedrosian. Phi, 40; SMITH, 
CHI, 35; WORRELL. STL, 32; Franco. Cin. 
30. 
1 1 Yt 
AVG 
.384 
.356 
. 343 
.330 
.329 
.323 
. 322 
DOUBLES-Boggs, Boston, 40;  Mat· 
tingly, NY, 38; Molitor, Mil ,  36; DwEvans, 
Bos, 37; PBradley, Sea, 3 7 .  
TRIPLES-Wilson, Kansas City, 1 6; P.  
Bradley, Seatffe, 1 O; Polonia, Oakland, 1 O; 
Yount, Milwaukee, 1 0 . 
HOME RUNS-McGwire, Oakland, 46; 
GBell ,  Tor.  47; DwEvans, Bos. 3 4 ;  Hrbek, 
Min, 32; DaEvans, Del, 33.  
STOLEN BASE$-Reynolds, Seattle, 
. 5 5 ;  Wilson, KC, 5 2 ;  REDUS, CHICAGO. 
50; Molitor, Miwaukee, 44; RHendersori, 
NY, 39.  
PITCHING-Musselman, Tor, 1 2·4, 
. 750,  3.96; Key, Tor, 1 7 -6,  . 739,  2 . 7 3 ;  
Cerruti, Tor, 1 1  ·4, . 7 3 3 ,  4 . 4 2 ;  Guel· 
terman, Sea, 1 0-4, . 7 1 4 ,  3 . 7 6 .  
STRIKEOUTS-Langston. Sealffe. 244; 
Clemens, Bo.ston, 2 3 1 ; Higuera, 
Milwaukee, 207;  Hough, Texas, 2 1 7 ; 
Morris, Detroit, 202 . 
SAVES-Henke, Toronto, 34;  Reardon, 
M innesota, 3 1 ;  Righetti. New York, 3 1 ; 
Plesac, Milwaukee, 2 3 ;  Buice, California, 
1 6 . 
National League 
E .. t 
w L Pct. GB 
CARDINALS 93 64 .592 
90 66 .570 3 %  
68 69 . 5 6 1  5 
7 9  7 9  . 500 1 4 Yt 
75 8 1  . 4 8 1  
74 6 1  . 4 7 7  
• Scre..Wrivers 
7 5cp _ • Fuzzy Navels • Blue Tail Flies 
• Any Fl avor Schnapps 
25$ 
9 )  and WGN-AM (720) .  6 :35 p . m  . 
PRO BASEBALL-Montreal at ST. LOUIS, WEIC-AM 
( 1 270) ,  7 :35 p .m .  
PRO BASEBAU-Califomia at  WHITE SOX, WMAQ-AM 
(670) .  7 : 00 p .m .  
FRIDAY 
PRO BASEBALL-CUBS at  Montreal , WGN TV, (Channel 
9) and WGN-AM (720) ,  6 :35 p . m .  
PRO BASEBALL-New York at CARDINALS , WEIC-AM,  
( 1 270) ,  7 :30 p .m .  
PRO BASEBALL-Oakland at  WHITE SOX, WMAQ-AM, 
(670) ,  7 :00 p .m .  
PRO BASEBALL-Atlanta at  Houston, WTBS (Channel 8 ) .  
7 : 30 p . m  . 
Baseball 
Weal 5an Francisco 67 70 
Cincinnati BO 77 
Houston 74 63 
Los Angeles 70 87 
Atlanta 67 69 
San Diego 64 93 
. 544 -
. 5 1 0 7 
. 4 7 1  1 3  
. 446 1 7  
.429 1 9 % 
. 406 23 
Baseball 
(Drabek 1 0· 1 2) 
Atlanta ( Palmer 6 · 1 1 )  at Houston (Darwin 
9· 1 0) 
Montreal (Heaton 1 2- 1 0) at CARDINALS 
(Cox 1 0·9) 
Cincinnati (Pacilio 2·3) at San Diego 
(Nolte 2-5) 
San Francisco (Reuschel 1 3-6) at Los 
Los Angeles at San Diego 
Atlanta at San Francisco 
NL Leaders 
(Through Sep. 28) 
AB R H AVG 
Gwynn.  SD 578 1 1 8  2 1 4  .370 
Guerrero, LA 533 87 1 79 .337 
Raines, Mon 504 1 1 8 1 86 .329 
DJames. All 4 8 1  79 1 5 1  . 3 1 4  
WClark. SF 5 1 6  86 1 60 . 3 1 0 
Galarraga, Mon 534 73 1 65 .309 
MThornpson. Phi 509 82 1 55 .305 
UMurphy, All 549 1 1 1  1 65 . 3 0 1  
OSMITH, STL 585 1 02 1 76 . 3 0 1  
Bonilla, P i l  4 6 6  58 1 40 . 300 
RUNS-Davis. Cin,  1 20 ;  Gwynn, SD, 
1 1 8 ; Coleman. STL, 1 1 7 ; Raines, Mon, 
1 1 8 ; Samuel, Phi,  1 1 1 .  
HITs-Gwynn, SD, 2 1 4 ; Guererro, LA. 
1 7 9 ;  Coleman , STL, 1 78 ;  McGEE.  STL. 
1 76 ;  OSmith, STL, 1 7 6 .  
OOUBLES-Galarraga, Mii, 4 0 ;  Wallach, 
Mtl, 40; OSmith, STL. 39; Dykstra. 
NYMets, 3 7 .  
TRIPLES-Samuel. P h i ,  1 5 ; Gwynn, SO. 
1 J ·  McGee, STL. 1 1  ; Coleman , STL. 1 0 . 
HOME RUNS-DAWSON, CUBS, 4 7 ;  
OMurphy, All, 43;  Strawberry, NY,  38;  
-
EDavis, Cin, 3 7 .  
STOLEN BASES-COLEMAN . STL, 
1 05 ;  Gwynn. SO, 5 5 ;  Hatcher. Hou, 5 1 : 
EOavis, Cin.  50;  Raines. Mii, 50 . 
PITCHING-Martinez. Mtl, 1 1 -3 • .  786,  
3 . 4 0 ;  Gooden. N Y ,  1 5· 7 ,  . 6 8 2 .  3 . 2 2 ;  
Dunne, Pit, 1 2·6,  . 6 6 7 ,  3 . 0 7 ;  SUT­
CLIFFE, CHI, 1 8·9,  . 6 6 7 .  3 . 6 1  . 
World Serles C hamps 
Tum 
New York (NL) 
Kansas City (AL) 
Detroit (AL) 
Baltimore (AL) 
ST. LOUIS (NL) 
Los Angeles (NL) 
Philadelphia (NL) 
Pittsburgh (NL) 
New York (AL) 
New York (AL) 
Cincinnati (NL) 
Cincinnati (NL) 
Oakland (AL) 
Oakland (AL) 
Oakland (AL) 
Pittsburgh (NL) 
Baltimore (AL) 
New York (NL) 
Detroit (AL) 
ST. LOUIS (AL) 
Baltimore (AL) 
Los Angeles (NL) 
ST. LOUIS (NL) 
Los Angeles (NL) 
New York (AL) 
New York (AL) 
Pittsburgh (NL) 
Los Angeles (NL) 
New York (AL) 
Miwaukee (NL) 
New York (AL) 
Brooklyn (NL) 
New York (NL) 
New York (AL) 
New York (AL) 
New York (AL) 
New York (AL) 
Get HARD Get LEAN Get TAN 
· Sirius Fitness & Tanning Spa is celebrating 
their Second Anniversary, Come celebr�te and enjoy savings 
1 -Month 51 9.00 
3 Month s45.oo 
6 Month 580.00 
. Pizza 345.9393 · 
1 Year 51 20.00 
Unlimited aerobics 
or weight training 
1 0  Tanning 
Sessions 
Adducci Family Restaurant 
716 Jackson St. 
I - , 530.00 
400 6th St. 345-1 54 4 
Next to Page One Tavern 
New Hours 
You <;.an Rent 
(East of Downtown Square) 
* ask about free thick crust 
* ask about free soft drinks! Mon 5 a.m.-9 p.m., 1 1  :1 5-1 a.m. 
Tuesday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Our Hot Tub 
on SAT Night For 
51 8.00 for 2 People 
For 1 hour, Karate 
Yur 
1 966 
1 965 
1 964 
1 963 
1 962 
1 96 1  
1 960 
1 9 79 
1 976 
1 97 7  
1 976 
1 9 75 
1 974 
1 973 
1 97 2  
1 97 1  
'. )70 
1 969 
1 968 
1 967 
1 966 
1 965 
1 964 
1 963 
1 962 
1 96"1 
1 960 
1 959 
1 958 
1 95 7  
1 956 
1 955 
1 954 
1 9 53 
1 952 
1 95 1  
1 950 
mall Pizza . . . . . . $3. 77 
edium Pizza . . . . $4. io 
a!Jfe Pizza . . . . . . $6. 1 7 
Free delivery : S- 10 weekdays 
Tax Not 
Included Wed. 5 a.m.-9 p.m., 1 1  :1 5-1 a.m. 
Th urs. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Fri. 5 a.m.-9 p.m., 1 1  :1 5-1 a.m. 
· 
Sat. 9 .. a.m.-1 2 p.m. 
1 month 525.00 
Aerobics M-Th 4:1 5, 5:1 5 
F 4:30 Sat til 5:30 
5- 12 Fri & Sat Closed Sundays 
30 years pizza experience 
When she comes to lfe, anything can happen! 
, 
I::-:.=· . ........... JUI•. Cl••..-•HH , ... � ..... 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2 
UNIVERSITY BALLROOM 
6:30 & 9:00 *1 .00 
Sun 1 p.m.-4 p.m. S• • F
itness � 
If I US �:�nnning -rJ J � . 
� - r V[P�� 
---v-,· ALL YO U CAN EAT . . .  
' P izza s Uces w /sa lad 
, r • bar &' lbeve rag�II $4.99 plus tax ; . 
Sundays o n ly 5:00  pm - 11 :00pm 
What any good Panther readsl The Da i ly Ea stern N.ews 
' . . . . . 
1 4  Thursday Octobe r 1 ,  1 9 8 7  The Dall  Eastern N e  
Ca rd i na l s· sec u re t ie  of N L  ' s  Eastern D ivis ion 
ST. LOUIS (AP)-The St. !. ·"luis 
Cardinals clinched a tie for tne 
National League East title 
Wednesday night despite 
losing 6�1 to the Montreal 
Expos and undefeated Pascual 
Perez. 
The Cardinals were assured 
at least a share of the division 
championship earlier in the 
evening when second-place 
New York lost 4 - 3  to 
Philadelphia in 10 innings. St. 
Louis can win the title 
Thursday night with a victory 
over Montreal or by winning 
any of the three games against 
the Mets that end the regular 
season. 
The Expos also remained 
mathematically alive, moving 
within four games of St: Louis . 
They would have to win their 
final four, three against 
Chicago, and have the Car­
dinals lose four straight to 
achieve a tie . 
Perez, 7-0, checked St. Louis 
on four hits over seven innings, 
only one after giving up an 
unearned run in the fourth. 
Andy McGaf figan relieved 
Perez and got one out in the 
eighth. Tim Burke relieved 
with runners on first and 
second and got Vince Coleman 
to hit into a force play. 
Coleman stole second to put 
runners· on second and third, 
but Burke struck out Ozzie 
Smith and then retired the side 
in the ninth for his 1 7th save. 
A crowd of 43 ,236, most of 
them wearing Cardinals' red, 
gave a standing ovation in the 
sixth when the Mets' final 
score was posted. But Perez 
prevented St. Louis from 
clinching outright as he walked 
· none and struck out six . The 
Expos are 9-0 in the nine starts 
he has µiade since Aug. 19.  
Phil l ies 4, Mets 3 
Luis Aguayo's pinch homer 
off Jesse Orosco with one out 
-Thurs� only 4-close 
Miller Lite Draft 
1 0  oz. glass 35¢ 
- In  Concert: 
F ri . & Sat. 
Westcott, Epperson, 
& Davis Trio 
9-clo.se 
727 Seventh Street 
CHARLESTON 
345-5727 
"Make My Place Your Place'' 
Business Week 
Is Coming 
Ethics in Business 
WA TCH 
FOR 
DETAILS 
BUY ANY $ 1 5 .98 C .D.  AND 
' GET $5 .00 OFF THE PURCHASE � 
1f  
O F  2nd $ 1 5 .98 C .D.  
(LIMIT-4 t o  a customer) 
ALL REGULAR L . P . s  AND 
CASSETTES $ 1 .  00 OFF 
REGULAR PRICE 
ALL PIONEER , FISHER AND 
ADVENT STEREO 
SPEAKERS REDUCED!! 
?TOP IN AND CHECK OUT MANY OTHER 
SPECIALS DURING 
CIRCUS DA YS AT MISTER MUSIC 
University Village , Charleston 
(coupons not. valid. during this sale) . 
MLB 
American League 
East 
W L Pct . GB 
Toronto 96 63 .605 -
Detroit 94 64 . 595 1 •;, 
National League 
East 
CARDINALS 93 65 . 588 -
New York 90 69 . 565 3 %  
in the 10th inning lifted the 
Philadelphia Phillies over the 
New York Mets 4-3 Wednesday 
night, ,clinching a first-place tie 
for St. Louis in the National 
League East. 
One more New York defeat, 
or St. Louis victory, would give 
the Cardinals their third NL 
East title in six seasons. The 
Cardinals played a night game 
against Montreal at St. Louis. 
Aguayo hit a 1-2 pitch from 
Orosco, 3-9, who relieved 
starting the 10th after the 
Mets pinch hit for starter 
Dwight Goode n .  It was 
Aguayo's 12th- homer of the 
season-five against the Mets. 
Gooden pitched nine innings, 
allowing six hits and three 
runs, striking out 10 and 
walking two. 
Orioles 7 ,  Tigers 3 
_ Jose Mesa pitched a seven­
hitter over 8% innings for his 
first major league victory and · 
Baltimore hit three home runs 
Wednesday night in a 7-3 
v i c t o r y  o v e r  · D e t r o i t ,  
preventing the Tigers from 
gaining any ground on first­
place Toronto in the American 
League East. 
The second-place Tigers 
began the night 1 1/2 games 
behind the front-running Blue 
Jays. 
Mesa, 1 -3 ,  making his fifth 
big league start since being 
acquired from Toronto on Aug. 
31 in the trade that sent Mike 
Flanagan to the Blue Jays, 
walked five and struck out four 
before needing last-out re 
help from Tom Niedenfuer. 
Terry Kennedy, Fred L 
and Cal Ripken homered 
the Orioles, who have lost t 
of their last 20 games, 
against Detroit. 
Brewers 5, Blue Jays 2 
Robin Yount hit a 
breaking triple and 
Sveum added a two-run ho 
to lead the Milwaukee Bre 
to a 5-2 victory over 
Toronto Blue Jays Wedne 
night and a sweep of 
three-game series. 
Despite the loss, the 
Jays maintained their 
game lead in thP Ameri 
League East Division over 
Detroit Tigers, who lost to 
Baltimore Orioles 7-3. 
Mike Felder was aboard 
an infield single when Sv 
hit a two-out pitch f 
releiver Jeff Musselman for 
homer in the sixth. 
HELP MAKE TH 
V E H I C L 
GREAT! SUBMIT ANY ART, FICTION PHOTOGRAPH 
& POETRY 
COLEMAN HALL, ROOM 308 BY OCTOBER 12 
Budweis er. 
K I NG O F  B E E RS ®  
ATHLETE OF T�HE· WEEK 
ANN RUEF 
( R o c k f o r d , I L - G u i l f o r d ) ,  
sophomore middle hitter, had 
career highs of 1 1  kills, three 
blocks and 1 3  digs as the 
volleyball Lady Panthers defeated 
Marquette 1 5· 1 2 ,  1 3· 1 5,  1 5- 1 1 ,  
\ 1 5· 1 2 at Lantz Gym on Sunday. 
�--- . .  
DIJWAYNE PITTS 
(Detroit, Ml-MacKenzie), senior 
running back, .had 202 all-purpose 
yards and one touchdown as the 
football Panthers defeated Liberty 
1 7· 1 4  at Lynchburg, VA on 
Saturday. 
T h u rsday Oct o b e r  1 ,  1 9 8 7  1 5  
ng  Zips l oo k  
eep i t  s i m p l e  
or not, the Akron 
ore going for them 
Gerry Faust's 
-to-earth charm. 
Just 1 1  starters 
from last year's 7-4 
· · have a youthful 
an awfully young 
t.eam," Faust said 
· t. "We have three 
· g and only six on 
t.eam, but we're 
r each week."  
Zips are making 
in their inaugural 
a Division I-A team . 
n, Akron missed 
m in the Divison I-
fs by one point when 
the last game of 
gular season to 
State, 40-39. 
y are we going to 1-
're also rebuilding 
'ce a8 tough," Faust 
ps lost to Western 
24-19, and Kent 
23, before blemishing 
Michigan's spotless 
7-16 for their first 
n hit with the flu," 
Notre Dame coach 
of our team is out 
en our coaches. We 
14 people out of . ht." 
has one plan which 
will solve the Zips' 
blem. 
to (keep it simple)," 
. "They're too young 
Gerry Faust 
to do a lot of things with them. 
We make a lot of mistakes 
doing the simple things. We're 
just trying to improve each 
week. "  
Simple formations are not 
the only things weighing 
heavily on the second-year 
coach's mind. He is also very 
concerned with the Panthers' 
excellent turnover ratio. 
"I've been particularly im­
pressed with Eastern on film," 
he said. 'We've got a negative­
six turnover ratio, and you've 
got a plus-10. There's a big 
difference. That's why we're 1-
3,  and you're 3-1." 
The Panther defense may be 
able to exploit the young Akron 
backfield and boost their 
impressive giveaway-takeaway 
ratio. 
The Zips have an all­
sophomore backfield led by 
quarterback Andy Kubik, who 
has 58 completions in 132 
attempts for 666 yards and 
four touchdo-wns. Kubik has 
also thrown six interceptions 
and may be easy prey for safety 
Derek Holcombe and the rest of 
the Eastern secondary. 
However, defensive coor­
dinator John Smith will have 
to tighten the Panther 
defensive front to stop the run. 
Sophomore tailback Derek 
Alston leads the way for the 
Zips, gaining an average of 5 . 1  
yards every time h e  takes a 
handoff. 
Alston is also Akron's 
receiving leader with 15 
catches for 128 yards and two 
touchdowns. 
�------from page 1 
of a 
' . 
Akron because I 
had great potential. 
to my kids," said 
is celebrating his 
a football coach. "I 
kids in college, and I 
all of them in four 
hours. My family 
t to me." 
w all along what he 
was getting into when he came 
to Notre Dame. The Golden 
Dome and the job have a 
mystique that follow the Irish, 
but there is also a mean streak 
following the nation's most 
unbending football fans. 
"You can never say anything 
about (the job), you just have to 
go through it," he said. "You 
have to experience it. "  
usands retu rn 
kend N FL tickets 
Bears game. ''We paid $20 for a 
first-rate team . "  
The New York Giants said 
about 16,000 of the 76,000 
more tickets that had been sold for 
expected. Monday night's game against 
't want to see a San · Francisco have been 
g team play," said refunded. In Seattle, the 
po, who waited in Seahawks said about 15 ,000 
her husband in tickets for Sunday's game 
•coach � Eddy 's Panther Sport Shoppe 
Thurs.-Sun. 
� Fall Closeouts 
:!�kets � 
(Kasha & Quilt lined) 
SAVE 
1 0% off list 
Run ning 
Cycling 20% off 
Wear 
Hind, 
Perfection NIKE�� ·� 
OP Sweats 
& 
Outfits 
25% off 
Russell 20% off 
Tri-colored�-­
Sweats : · 
� � , . 
Jeans 
})% 
off 
Sweats 
1 5% off 
9 oz. hea vies 
(Th urs . -Fri. only) ' Russell 
or 
Majestic 
Swim Suits 
50% off 
Several  
Models 
(Buy now and save for 
Christmas vacaction) 
Eastern 
Pre-printed 
Ru ssel l & B i k  
athletic sweats . 
Sweats 
20% off 
EIU Bibs . $3" 
(Sisters, brothers, 
cousins, nieces, etc.) 
Shoes on 
Closeout 
"" it out 
STARTS FRIDAY ! 
S1llEOUT 
STARTS FRIDAY ! 
HELLRAISER 
He' l l  , 
tear 
your soul 
apart. 
. l!Y 
TOMORROW 5:00 •7:00 • 9:00 
· STARTS FRIDAY !  
STARTS FRID Y !  
BO R N  I N  
EASr .A. 
A C  medy 
Borde 'lg On 
� .. �anity. 
[!!] 
TOMORROW 5:1 0• 7:·  • 9:1 0 
55 PWS &.- STUDENTS 2 75 H�ll·� 
STARTS FRIDAY! 
"AN ELECTRIFYING 
THRILLER that keeps 
you on the edge of 
your seaf' 
-Marion Dodd, CKVU-TY, VANCOUVER 
,\ P.\ll\MOf M' P11111U: �""i l !Q (DI..,...,.,_,,. 1'11 & Copyright C 1917. by Po,_t Plctu'" COflM)nltlon · //!:.!_., · 
� @) I!> .. Sf)fC1'.0'14.t.UIES - All Alght1 Anerved. ,..::=- . 
TOMORROW 4:45 • 7:1 0 • 9:35 
P roblem : Fee l ing  
c 0 n 1 u 8 e d about  
the latest .h ap pen i n g s .  
Solutio n : Read 
The Daily Eastern Ne ws 
' to return tickets against Miami have been L2l-_::::;t;::;.�:;;:�=::=.:;:::;::�-:w;-r-;-;;:r;:-;;-;,i"JY'.�'71:<?1':'-:-77.:T7--1'; •  , Eaule" Chi"ago ·.-t1...n M ' ' ·1 \.I .. ... ".,.'-. • .. -. •. ' ', •. · ·' ' .  i""· .. • .. � � .  � .; .. . . . .  _ .  . .. . '/ft. _'T, �·-···-�>.·,.•/•'h�"t">'l�"�-f�� ._:·�·:_(_ •. �_-�_:·:_··_·'_·_· __ _:_ ______ _..;_ ____________ ______ ..;.· .;..· � .__ _______ _ 
Thursday ' s 
1 6  . SD.Q!!� October t ,  t 
Kicker 
Eastern sophomore ful lback Garry Laidlaw 
sends a bal l downfield during recent soccer 
action at Lakeside Fie ld .  The Panthers return to 
CLINT FAIROW I Staff photographer 
action over the weekend at the Governors Cup 
tournament at  Western I l l inois University in 
Macomb ,  I l l . 
L i fe .after  I r i s  
ex i sts i n Akro 
for Z i ps ' Fa u 
There is life after Notre 
Dame. 
Although the men who wear 
black in South Bend have a 
little closer connection to 
eternal bliss than most, Gerry 
Faust found that bliss exists 
even beyond 'the Golden Dome. 
"There better be (life after 
Notre Dame)," Faust said 
Tuesday night. "It was an 
adj ustment (leaving Notre 
Dame for Akron in 1985). It 
takes time. 
"I thought when I left Notre 
Dame, there couldn't be any kids that could co 
to them, but I was wrong," he added. "The kids 
are great. They're great to work with, they 
fantastic attitudes. "  
The new Akron skipper may not go down in 
Dame history as its best coach, but he is probabl 
strongest-willed. 
Two years ago, amid cries of "Oust Faust", the · 
willed Catholic withstood heat from the alumni 
students to resign before his five-year pact wit 
school expired in November, 1985. 
When the former champion of prep footb 
Cincinnati resigned, no · tears were shed by the 
fans. Faust announced his resignation Nov. 26 
to the final game of the season at the Universi 
Miami. 1 
The Hurricanes showed Faust and the down-an 
-Irish no mercy at all when they sent them reelin 
of the Orange Bowl on the heels of a 58-7 f 
drubbing. 
"That's a game a lot of us will never forget," 
Susan Reed, secretary for · the assistant a 
director, who is in her 10th year with Notre 
athletics. 
Preventiv .. e m edic i·n e- can sto p Lo�7:u;��� �9�n�!r;;;:i;:rn� ;;�;:cf� 
he was on top of the world, and, more impor 
Pro blem_ . of Pan th er ' Po 1 1  i t  is ·' i�:;��ongerring alumni. the Irish were on However, the clouds darkened and the light 
since the Great Stock Market Crash of i929 and above was quickly short-circuited by the squad' For Eastern football coach 
Bob Spoo, 14 may be more of an 
unlucky number, than 13 .  · 
The Panthers ·go into this 
Saturday'& game at Akron 
University in Akron, Ohio 
ranked 14th in this week's 
NCAA I-AA poll after moving 
up from No. 17 last week. 
Last Saturday, th.e Panthers 
felt the wrath of "Pollitis" (the 
strange disease that causes top 
20 ranked teams to often drop Ba r ry 
out of the rankings after losh1g 
to unknown teams). B o tt i n o  
In front of 6, 100 screaming 
members of Jerry Falwell's Liberty University en­
tourage, Eastern squeaked out a 1 7-14 victory. 
' However, the Panthers only caught a slight case of 
"Pollitis". Nothing a bowl of chicken soup or a victory 
wouldn't cure . -
Yet Spoo knew something was wrong with his teani 
and he let it be known. 
, "We (had) better play defense better," Spoo said 
�Wednesday morning. ''We have to tackle better and 
we have to rally to the ball better and communicate 
better. "  
And, Spoo also knows that "Pollitis" can recur 
unless proper prevention measures are taken. 
The only problem is that the No. 14 ranking can't 
take the field Saturday in Akron's 35 ,000 seat Rubber 
Bowl football stadium and win a game . 
"Some people don't understand that it can work for · 
you and it can work against you," Spoo said. 
Saturday in Lynchburgh, Va. the ranking worke,d 
against Eastern as the Division II Flames, who had 
only won a single game this year, burned the Panthers 
with a 94-yard touchdown pass in the fourth quarter 
which gave Liberty the biggest momentum swing 
brought them to within three points. consecutive losses. When the Irish fell out of the 
The Panthers held off the Flames however, after and finished 5-6, Faustfell from grace in South 
giving them possesion of the ball twice before running The fans gave him another chance, but 
· out the clock, which has been one of Eastern's biggest Dame's No. 1 fan from Cincinnati never recov 
combatants of the "Pollitis" virus during the 1987 His teams posted records of 6-4-1 , 6-5, 7-4 and 
season. and the fans demanded action. 
In a 24-3 season opening loss to San Jose State, The next day, the university announced tha 
Eastern kept the Spartan offense and Reisman Holtz would take over as head coach. Holtz 
Trophy candidate Mike Perez off the field for 37:25,  coaching at the University of Minnesota, whe 
but the Panthers couldn't muster a substantial drive. had a specific escape clause alowing him to bre 
The other problem in California was the fact that contract if, and only if, the Irish offered him a jo 
Perez doesn't need much time. ''When he got the job, I was on my way to · 
In 46 third quarter seconds, Perez guided the . Faust said. 
Spartan offense through the air to 14 points and a The dream was over for Faust, but, through it 
victory. had not been the nightmare that it was procla· 
At Kirksville , Mo. during the season's second week, be . Despite the gray hair and perpetually fading 
the Panthers led time of possesion by less than two Faust seems to have weathered the storm well. 
minutes over the Bulldogs and let two Rich Ehmke "I wouldn't trade my five years there for an 
field goals and a swarming defense take charge of a he lamented. ''I'm one of 25,  that can never be 
game that it seemed no one wanted. away. 
With Illinois State coming into O'Brien Stadium for "I'd do it all over again. There isn't any better 
week three and with a lofty No. 14 ranking notched in I've got a son there right now. It's a neat place."  
the Redbirds' belts, Eastern proceeded to knock off Faust's resignation was kind of a tetanus s 
the 'Birds by controlling the ball for 33:07.  sorts. 
"A mature individual would assjmilate that "Things happened so fast," he added. "I just 
(ranking)," said Spoo, "and say 'we're there because we get a chance to really think about it. 
earned it. "' "I just got right back into (coaching). " 
But it's up to the Panthers to continue their resigned, I got phone calls and offers."  
maturity which showed through in  Lynchburg, Va. After working in  the hottest kitchen in 
last Saturday and to continue reeping the benefits of college football, Faust was looking for coole 
preventative medicine. (See LIFE, page 1 5) 

(Above) Jun ior John -Sweetwood is wearing faded black denim pants and jacket 
with a red striped shirt. Freshman , Lori Napoli ,  wearing a cream-colored sweater 
dress from Sycamores , 536 W. Lincoln Ave . ,  relaxes on the back of a wagon with 
sophomore M ichelle Hutton dressed in a beige checked knee knocker with a beige 
shirt and cream colored sweater from Sycamores, 536 W .  Lincoln.  (Right) Jun ior, 
Barry Ulrich , wearing a red sweater and jeans from Dale Bayles, 407 A Lincoln  Ave . ,  
stands with sophomore Marla Snyder wearing faded denim jacket and jeans with a 
red stripe shirt from Coach Eddy's, 1 4 1 4  6th Street. 
STAFF 
Supplements editor . Gretchen Ives 
Photo editor . . . . . .  .' . .  Dan Raible 
Copy desk . . . . . . . .  Judy Weiaman 
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HAIR B IZ 
1 1 09 Lincoln • 348-561 1 
SPECIAU 
... * * * * * * * * * * ... 
• Every Tuesday .. 
! 9 a . m . -8 p . m .  : 
•Present 1 . 0 .  [ Get • : Hairshaping for : 
.. . .. : $7.50 : * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Open Tues. -Sat. 
Walk-ins Welcome 
ONE WEEK OF 
UNLIMITED JAZZERCISE FREE 
This coupon entitles you to one 
week of unlimited Jazzercise. FREE. 
Offer expires . Free offer 
for new students at participating 
franchises only. Not good with an)' 
other offer. 
offer expires 1 0-30-87 
345- 1 626 
6 1 0 W. Lincoln 
* JINll JJHPJNrrl Mluttt'I * Jazzercise 
CAREER GEAR 
Moving up? Then outfit yourself in 
fashion thars tai lor-made to stand 
out with clout. Fanfares refines this 
classic with classy styling for a look 
that rises to every occasion i n  your 
busy l ife . 
"Ovation " 
$36 
Leatheruppers 
Na vy 
Red 
Brown 
Black 
. INYART'S 
North Side Uptown Charleston's Square 
Shoe 
Fitting 
Store 
1 /2 P RICE 
SWEATER SALE 
Buy one sweater a t  cu rrent t i c ket pr ice  a n d  
rece ive a second sweater  of  EQUAL VALU E 
or L ESS at 1 /2 PRIC E !  
P l u s  . . .  
show u s  your  Studen t  1 . 0 .  and  rece ive an 
Extra 10 °/o Off Ent i re Store ! 
W EST PAR K  P LAZA 
Zi p u p  yo u r  C urrent Events g rade . . .  
read Th e Daily Eastern Ne w 
ercises an d aerobics road.s 
good f itness i n  today 's. world 
days in the world of 
' men want to get bigger 
more powerful while 
n would like to lose 
t and tone up: · 
· g exercises in addition to 
'cs is one way people are 
in shape, said Darrell 
, an exercise .instructor at 
Fitness, 718 Jackson 
'us offers power exercises, 
thing that most fitness 
don't offer because the 
may not have ' the 
· ied personnel to give 
· ed training, Latch 
e're one of the only clubs 
er individualized training 
power exercises,'' Latch 
The individualized training is 
not only for women but is also 
for the men, Latch added. 
Individualized training 
involves helping people 
throughout their workouts and 
answering any questions they 
may have'. 
One exercise that Latch 
personally recommends is the 
sguat. 
Squats is a simple exercise 
that works on the upper thighs 
and hips, Latch said . 
Most fitness clubs do not 
recommend squats because 
most people think they are bad 
for the back, Latch said . 
Howev:er, Latch noted they 
can be beneficial to the leg 
muscles. 
Latch incorporates lunges 
with squats to strengthen the 
leg and hip muscles . ,  "They 
develop the muscles in size and 
shape,'' he said. 
Other basic power exercises 
Latch likes to have people do 
are the dead lift and bench 
press. 
The dead lift involves placing 
the weights on the floor, 
bending down and picking the 
weights up past the knees. A 
bench press excercise involves 
pushing weights up from the 
chest. 
Latch, who did doctorate 
work in fitness and nutrition, 
said doing sit-ups would help 
tone up the stomach muscles, 
however, mqst of the problems 
with upper thighs, hip muscles 
and stomach muscles is from 
diet. 
"About 99 percent of the fat 
is from what · people are 
eating,'' Latch said . 
arm - u p  dr i l ls preven t  i nj � ries 
en exercising in the 
r a person should dress in 
and each layer must be 
, said Tom Woodall, 
tor of Eastern's Human 
ormance Lab. 
owever, in summer, the 
t.e should wear "as little as 
ible," he said. 
ercisers should wear 
te clothes made of cotton 
breathes because you want 
eat to get away from your· 
body," Woodall said. 
Although nice weather is still 
upon us, Woodall said, "Start 
to prepare your body now for 
winter because then you 
climatize yourself to the 
weather." 
Woodall, who is also in 
charge of the Adult Fitness 
Program, said a warm-up 
period is important when 
preparing to exercise . 
"Before exercising, do some 
gradual walking and jogging 
for about five minutes,'' he 
said. . 
"If you are preparing to play 
racquetball, then . warm up 
with shoulder exercises like 
arm circles." 
Woodall said the biggest 
reason athletic injuries occur is 
because athletes have their 
minds doing things their bodies 
aren't prepared for. 
Although most people enjoy 
participating in sports , 
"sometimes you have to tell it 
like it is. They do it because 
they have to," Woodall said. 
To make exercising more 
enjoyable , Woodall suggested 
doing it with a partner, 
keeping track of laps or 
minutes and keeping a log to 
record progress. 
"It gives them something to 
fall back on," he said . 
3 ii · Faif-Fashlbn anil Jltness G�lde 
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
( Left) Everyone relaxes on a bridge at Lincoln Log Cabin .  First 
row freshman Lori Napoli , - is wearing a skin pnnt shirt with d istress­
look sl im skirt .  Sophomore Marla Snyder relaxes in a b lack sweater 
dress next to sophomore M ichelle Hutton in an ol ive-drab pantsuit .  
Al l  women 's wear provided by Sycamore s 536 W.  Lincoln Ave. 
Second row , Junior John Sweetwood ,  kneels in faded black jeans 
and a rugby shirt ,  1 4 1  4 Si�th Street, jun ior Barry U l rich is wearing 
ol ive pants with an ol ive shirt over a window pane plaid shirt from 
Champs,  407 W. Lincoln .  (Above) Sophomore, Marla Snyder is 
wearing a deni m  jumpsuit. Freshman , Lon Napol i ,  is wearing a 
cream colored sweater with a mini-skirt and sophomore M ichelle 
Hutton is wearing a red active knit top swea.t pants . All women's 
wear provided by Syca'more 's 536 W. Lincoln Ave. · 
-... 
All Season 
Steel Belted 
Radial 
Tl EM PO 
RADIAL 
WHITEWALL 
LETTER SIZE 
P 1 55/80A1 3  
P 1 65/80A13 
P 1 85/80A13 
P 1 85/75 A 1 4  
P 1 95/75 A 1 4  
r ·  .,.  
EVERYDAY 
LOW PRICE 
With Old Tire 
$32.95 
$46.90 
$51 .95 
$56.35 
$59.35 
- ""' - .,.. .... .......... ., 
EVERYDAY 
WHITEWALL LOW PRICE 
LETTER SIZE With Old TIN 
P205/75A 1 4  $62.45 
P205/75A1 5  565.75 
P21 5/75A 1 5  $69.20 
P225/75A 1 5  S72.85 
P235/75 A 1 5  $76.70 
Suggestions 
aiter course 
. . 
of fash ions· 
By STEVE SMITH 
and JULIE LEWIS 
News editors 
The time honored male tradition of 
wearing T-shirts to classes may have 
come to past, so says a small portion of 
eastern's female population. 
"It doesn't take much for a guy to put 
on a T-shirt," said Student Body 
President Deb Camren, but she added 
the extra effort involved in putting on a 
sweater is well worth it. "I love 
sweaters on guys." 
Several other females agreed with 
the sweater theory. 
'11 like the new style sweaters," said 
freshman Angie Conder, who added 
that darker and, in particular, the 
khaki colors are the most attractive. 
Junior Laura Kent, a fashion mer­
chandise major, said although the 
sweaters may be damaging to the 
health of a man's wallet, the articles of 
clothing are well worth the cost. "They 
are getting easier to care for," Kent 
said. · 
Before running out to the local K­
Mart with a fist full of dollars, let it be 
known that sweaters are not the only 
attractive way of keeping warm this 
fall. 
"I like to see guys in sweatshirts," 
said sophomore Valerie Dust, who 
admits she likes a more simple fashion 
style. 
On the other end of the spectrum, or 
body if you wish, most of the females 
interviewed said faded jeans 'ar� in. 
"Designer jeans are out," Kent said. 
"Acid washed jeans are in style ." 
Baggy pants and fashionable dress 
_ pants also scored points with the 
women. 
· ''I like the nice dress pants, but not 
the polyester queers," sophomore Liz 
Boersma said. 
Boersma said she also likes baggy 
pants rolled up around the ankle as an 
alternative to the wardrobe 
staple-jeans. 
Conder said baggy pants with pleats 
are definitely in style and added that 
contrary to popular belief, Eastern's 
males may not be as fashionably 
defunct as previously though. 
"I like what guys are wearing now," 
Conder said . ''It makes them look kind 
of preppy'." 
And, perhaps what may be the most 
comforting fall fashion tip , Kent said, 
''Wear what you like to wear. You gotta 
be comfortable ." 
thursday.  October 1 • 1 987T 
DAN REIBLE I Photo 
From left to right, sophomore Marja Snyder, wearing a denim and denim mini-skirt compete in tug of war. Women's 
- jumpsuit, sophomore Michelle Hutton wearing a red active knit provided by Sycamore's 536 W. Lincoln Ave. 
top and-freshman Lori Napol i ,  wearing a creme colored sweater 
Women are not the only fashion 
conscience students stolling the 
sidewalks of Eastern campus. The men 
have taken notice too and they have 
high expectations for the fall seas<>n. 
"I ·like to see legs and I like to see 
flesh," said freshman Steve Prisby, a 
speech communications major. 
Prisby, also a member of the Panther 
Marching Band, said he really likes to 
see girls in jean mini-skirts and heels. 
"Mini-skirts and heels put a subtle 
sway in their walk and accents their 
legs," he said, adding he likes the 
layered look in sweaters. ''I don't want 
them to freeze. Legs can handle the 
cold." 
Sophomore Keith Oats, an industrial 
technology major, said he likes the jean 
skirts that are in style, accented with 
bright colored sweaters. ''It (bright 
colors) doesn't make them look so dull ."  
Oats, however, said he liked- for 
women to wear the color flats to finish 
off the outfit. 
Freshman Bruce Bock, a pre­
engineering major, has something 
different in mind for his ideal 
fashionable woman. · "I like · tweed 
overcoats with darker colors · aiid · a 
small accent of lighter colors," Bock 
said. 
Bock said he thinks most guys like 
the casuaUdressy look. "There's a 
difference between casual and sloppy," 
Bock said, adding he doesn't really care 
for the over-sized look. 
Another point Bock made was the 
increasing popularity of women 
dressing in masculine clothes. "So.me 
girls-like tomboyish girls-can get 
away with wearing masculine clothes 
and still look good, but the more 
delicate-type . girl needs to dress 
feminine." 
Sophomore Jeff Rapp, an en­
vironmental biology major, said while 
working in the Chicago area, he became 
used to seeing women dressed up. 
"Here, they start dressing nice 
rush and then, ham-midway thr 
the semester they're in t-shirts 
sweats," Rapp said. 
· "I think everything new is accep 
he added. "The punk look is in and 
are) those neon sweaters that 
down to the knees. All those big 
hit." 
Although Rapp said clothing is n 
big priority in his life, he gets tir 
everyone wearing the same thing. 
The ironic thing about the m 
attitudes towards women's fashio 
that most of them agreed if they di 
like what a girl was wearing, 
wouldn't dare tell. 
"That would be pretty rude," 
said. ''I would probably say I lik 
even if I didn't." 
"Depends on how well I knew h 
Prisby added. 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
� 
LET� EAT!  SALAD BAR 
$2-. 19 
JERRY'S PIZZA & PUB 
4th & Lincoln 345-2844 
For all your 
away-from-home 
cleaning needs, 
see the ·specialists 
in deaning! 
Located on S. 4th St. 
around the curve 
"A Unique Professional Atmosphere,, 
• Ladies Cuts . . . . . . . . . . . . soo goo & 1 0  I 
• Men's Cuts . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• * Ladies body waves . . .  
• * Men's textu re waves . .  
• 700
, 
soo & 9 
38°0 39°0 & 40 , I 3 5°0 36°0 & 37 I . 
M . 500 • an 1cu res . . . . . . . . . .  . 
• Chi l d ren's Cuts at reasonable prices 
-6 Stylists-
* Body waves include c�t and finish 
345-5712 • CLOSED MONDAYS • 
Located Across from Wilb Walkers 
.. ": I t .. � _, .• ,u y., - ' fo� Thursaay,  October 1 ,  1 987  
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
John Sweetwood, wearing sweatsuit outfit from Coach Eddy's, 1 4 1 4  6th · Champs, 407 Lincoln Ave. , participate in a tug of war competition. 
junior Barry Ulrich,  wearing a red sweatshirt and khaki green shorts from 
Now With Two Locations 
-Sweaters-$1 .85 
-Shirts-$1 .25 
-Pants-$1 .85 
2 pc. Suits-$3 .  90 
Dresses (short)-$3 . 90 
Uniforms-$3 .40 . 
AND MORE! 
� 
Hair Cuts $6 
Perms s2 s-s2s 
345-31 42 
Cutting hair is only part of our job. 
'ng your hair the way you want it is everything 
Our Experience(! staff is trained to 
listen first. . .  then cut. 
Try this revolutionary new experience at 
Ready For Fal l  a nd Wi nter ! ! 
1 5 Button Henley GAP Sweaters 
Reg . $22 . 00 SALE Reg . $28 . 00 SALE 
2 for $35 . 00 $ 1 9 . 99 
Turtle Necks 
Reg . $ 1 6 . 00 SALE 
2 for $ 1 6 . 00 
·stone Washed Den ims 
. � . 
Shirts 20% off : · 
Jeans· $29 . 99-$39 . 99 
Jackets $1 0 .  00 off 
Coats $ 1 0 .00 off · 
-use your am= or l*lli 
or conveniet layaway plan 
Skirts 20% off 
Tops $ 1 0 . 00 off 
Bibs $5 .00 off 
Dresses. $5 .  00 off 
WESTSIDE PLAZA 
SALE : Oct. 1 -5 
550 W. Lincoln 
· CharlAston IL 
HOURS MON . -FRI . 1 0-6 SAT. 1 0-5 SUN .  1 2-5 ' 
6 1  fall fashion and fitness G ulde' T h u rsday , October 1 ,  1 9 8 7  
Fas h ion s today termed t·u n  
as g uys ,  g a l s  d ress better 
By KIM MIKUS of sweats,"  Keating said. 
Staff writer Not only are the women of the '80s 
"Fun fashion,"  seems to be the term concerned about the fashion statement 
for both guys and girls both and young they are making, but so are men, she 
this season. said. 
Women's fashions change _ with Men are more concerned about what 
women's role in society, said Nancy they look like this year, Keating said. 
Keating, m1;mager at Charleston's Popular for men this season are "fun 
Sycamore store. shirts ," Keating said. This includes 
"Women are getting out more, and a shaker sweaters, bright colors and 
lot more women are workmg," Keating oversized shirts . 
said, adding that the result of this is Sheehan said another popular style 
more people are weai;ing career wear for men is the "pinpoint oxford,"  which 
instead of casual. she explained as "the weaving of fabric 
Other stores are also meeting the of oxford cloth. "  
needs o f  society and the working "For men, not only have the styles 
women by adding departments con- changed, but so have the colors." 
taining additional merchandise. Keating said. 
In April or May, Meis in the Cross "When you ·go out, guys aren't 
Country Mall in Mattoon, added a 'Yearing sweat shirts like a few years 
"weekend wear department. " It is made ago," Keating said, adding that men are 
up of casual clothes for "a woman to wearing "smooth clothes." 
pop into when she gets home from work Women have a lot to do with the 
at 5 p.m. ,"  said Moni Sheehan, change in the way men are dressing, 
assistant store manager at Meis . Keating said . . 
''.The need was there. We wanted to ''Women care more about what their 
offer the women in society something guy looks like,"  she said. Adding that 
for when she gets home from work or if "women started dressing more casual," 
she's going out for the weekend," causmg the man to often feel over-
Sheehan said . dressed. 
''Women can (; just have one war- w'hen asked where trends start 
· drobe,"  Sheehan said adding women Keating said, ''Europe starts · the 
need something casual besides sweats trends."  · 
for after work. She added that many of the trends 
"People even care what they look like are also set by "college girls ."  Younger 
when they go to the store ,"  Keating girls, in junior high and high school, '" � 
said. want to dress older and dress like the DAN REIBLE I Photo 
"Women dress to make a fashion "college girls ,"  Keating said. Sophomore M ichel le Hutton,  stretches in a rugby shirt with black Hind ly 
statement," Keating said, adding that So right now, girls grade school running tights at Lincoln Log Cabin . Sportswear provided by Coach Edd 
women's styles are tending to be more through co1lege age can · be seen '-'.-:
1
'."""
4
_
1 _4_6_t_h_S_tr_e_e_t. ____________________ __. casual and career oriented. She said wearing similiar styles. A "real hot" said. negative connotation W!th that 
women tend to be "more color coor- style for all right now is "iced stone· She said denim miniskirts are still "So we call short skirts, which 
dinated and dressing really washed denim," Keating said. popular, but so are "knee kickers,"  popular or 'flirt skirts. "' 
fashionably ." "We usually don't sell very much which are long straight skirts. ''Women are wanting to sho 
Even college students. can be seen : demi!Il, · but, right · now we re .. just
. 
4� Shee�
rt 
society d�. . 't)ike the le!f� lJ10re,!' Keating said. 
wearing more · '.'career faihi� instead · blq.wm,g wi;i out the <loot,'� KeJ!ting_��rm ' 
. · · ," �'!! •. is a ·· , . �<r...i.,_ 
FALL FASIDONS � . . Wbai�best�h��t 
SWEATERS 
COM PLETE  STOCK O F  N EW 
FALL  STYLES  AN D C O L O R S  
ARROW l7 
DRESS 
SH IRTS 
� · · ·$200 . 
�:\ OFF ' I 
WINDBREAKERS 
W/ N Y LO N L I N I N G  
$2288 
SWEATER JAC 
' P I L E  L I N I N G )  
SALE s29s� 
SHOP OUR DENm ROOM 
SHAFER'S · 
UPTOWN CHARLESTON 
the thousands of shoes 
in Kinneys remodeled store 
Sept. 30 
Oct . 1 '  , 2 , 3 -
WED.-SAT. 
Right now you can � 112 o 
every second pa.tr.· 
I t 's a newly remodeled Kinney Shoe 
Store. with a bigger selecllon of fabulous 
Kinney styles than ever before. And to cele­
brate our Grand Re-Opening, we're taking 'h 
off every second pai r  you bu):• Choose from everything in the store. 
Like Fl inJls. Studio Six and Kinney Kapcrs for 
"\.,.,. , ,,,,,I Yf • .CUfllt4 
to l� K•"""" Sho-. Corcr 
-..�omen.  Colorado casuals, Stuart Holmes 
anJ Ciovanrn dress styles for men. Tuff 
Kritters and �liss Fl ings for kids. Plus Stadia athletic shoes for the whole family. We even haw handbags. backpacks and socks. Mix and 
match any way you like . . .  and get \'i off every 
se.:ond item \'OU buy� 
The only thing that 1Sn t 'h off 1s the 
Kinney 
wann. friendly service you've come to expect 
from the Creal American Shoe Store. 
So come in now and see just how 
America's Shoe Store does more. With more 
se lection. More service. And more savings 
. . .  half off every second pair• at our Grand 
Re-Opening Celebration. 
TH E GREAT AM ERICAN SHOE STO 
CROSS COUNTY MALL, MATTOON. 
T h u rsday , Octo be r  1 ,  1 9 8 7  Fall Fashion and Fitness G ulde ... 7 8  
Come In And Say "Hi" Between 9 a m  & 5pm 
• • • • 
Pam s Sassy Scissors f..�· 
820 Lincoln A ve. 348- 7968 
I "Fifteen pounds 
blocked my: 
career patll�' 
" Be i ng 1 1\ ·e1wl'ight \\·;1s rl'a l h- 1 1 1 1 ld i 1 1g l l l l '  
hack at \\'1 irk I tdt i nsecure and t i red ; t i  I 
the t i ml' .  Then I \Yent 11 > Diet Center. The� 
taught me h1 1\Y 1 1 1 use t( 11 1d as a fuel 1 1  > make 
me h )< ik g< 11 id and tee! g< 11 >d . I n  s ix \Yeeks 
1 1 < is� J ') p< iunds :md 32 inches. N< >\Y I  h�l\t' 
ten t imes the enerh�-. and I tee! l ike I can 
Marla Snyder, wearing a canton· 
with olive-green canton pants takes a 
junior John Snyder wearing a white 
red stripes and jeans from Coach 
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
Eddy's, 1 4 1 4  6th Street, and freshman Lori 
Napoli wearing a marled cropped sweater with a 
three tier frosted skirt .  Women's wear provided 
by Sycamore's, 536 W. Lincoln Ave . 
tern provides space to p lay . 
on Saturdays and from 10 a.m.· through Friday in Lantz Gym. 
10 p.m. on Sunday. On weekends  M c A ffee 
master t h e  '"< >rkl:" 
Learn he l\Y t <  1 1 1 )Se 
\\·eight fast and gain a 
\\·hole ne\\· image . · 
Cal 1 Diet Center t< >day. t 
Diet: 
weather gets cooler, 
y take advantage 
of Eastem's indoor 
' 'ties that are free 
ts who have · a 
Students may also weightlift Gymnasium is open for 
in Lantz from 1 p.m.-9 p.m. basketball if it is not being 
Monday through Friday and 1 used for floor hockey from 1 
p.m.-5 p.m. on weekends. The p.m.-10 p.m. 
weightroom has free-weight, This semester the intramural 
Universal and circuit equip· office will be offering a number 
Center .. 
r facilites can be ment. 
· 
of activities such as soccer, 
t.z. For the jogger Raquetball players may -bowling, basketball , trap­. player there is reserve the five raquetball s h o o  o t i n g  , w a 1 1 y b a 1 1 ,  
We can change your life. 
track and tennis courts in Lantz through the volleyball, power lifting, in-
Lant.z Fieldhouse, lntramurals Office as far as door track and sport$ trivia. 
open from 8 p.m.-10 two days in advance or may ''If students want to par-
y through Friday, 1 walk on if courts are unoc- ticipate in any of the in­
CDiet Center.  I n c . ,  1 987 
.m. on Saturday and cupied. tramural sports they can sign ,- - - - - - - - - - - - , 
O p.m. on Sunday. ''Beginning in mid-November up in teams at the Intrmurals I pool is the place for and throughout the winter, Office, Rm. 147 Lantz. And I FALL SPECIAL f 
from 7:30 a.m.-8�45 students will have to reserve students who don't have a team I $15.00 off at Diet Center I ;p.m.-10 p.m. for lap courts in advance because there but would like to be on one can I You can be 10-15 lbs. lighter I and from 7 p.m.-9 is such a demand," said Matt find a team by putting their I In just three Weeks I lap and recreational Cofrancesco, assistant director name on the bulletin board I I . On weekends the of recreational sports. outside of the Intramural expires Oct. lO, 1987 I 
Charleston 
1 1 13 Lincoln 
345-2607 
Daily 7 :30-1 :00 
& 3:00-5 :00 
Sat. 9:00-1 1 :00 
t 
' 
· 1 
. i 
I 
I 
will be open from 2 Open basketbal play is from Office," Cofrancesco said. I . 
' : . and 7 p.m�··:9�p:.m::_· ---6:·�P�·�m�-�- l�O��P: · :m�-
�
M:,::on:d:a:y
����
��--�--����L::.:-::.=-�-====�-==--::..=:.=:..::. =.:-::::..=�::::: ::: :::==========:;:;;;;=- L ..-
S B  Fall Fashion anil Fitness Gulde . T hursday , October 1 ,  1 9 8 7  The Dally · Eastem 
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
Jun ior John Sweetwood,  wearing a turquoise black Hind Lycra running tights, provided by 
running outfit ,  takes a jog with sophomore Coach Eddy's.  
M ichelle Hutto n ,  wearing a b lack rugby shirt with 
Area m erc h a nts s i ze u p  q u a l ity . 
By TINA POSZICH 
Staff writer 
Quality goods don't have to 
be expensive and brand name 
clothing doesn't necessarily 
mean quality. 
"People get so tied up in 
brand names," said Jan Dawes, 
owner of Janice Lynn's, 401 
Lincoln Ave . 
. "Just because it as has big 
name on it and a big price 
doesn 't necessarily mean 
quality," Dawes said. 
The main thing to remember 
''lvhen buying cloths, Dawes 
said, "is not to pay a lot of 
attention to the price. 
"Basically you get what you 
pay for, but once you reach a 
point, you're paying for the 
name and not the quality."  
Dawes cited Guess jeans as  
an example . ''They are the most 
flagrant ascender of price and 
quality," Dawes said. 
Janice Lynn's no longer 
carries  the Italian-made 
products because customers 
were complaining about the 
jeans' quality. · 
Gayle Strader, an assistant 
professor of home economics, It'll get bigger," Strader said. 
gave some advice in buying A sweater's fabric content is 
jeans, sweaters, sweatshirts very important, Stader said. 
and oxford shirts. ''While we're all going to buy 
"Check any place where these, a red flag should be put 
there's stress areas on jeans," on wool, ramie and cotton . . .  
Strader said , including because they're all natural 
fasteners and zippers. fibers and require special care," 
"Look for the crease to go Strader said. 
straight down over the knee," Ramie, in particular, is 
said Strader, adding, "if not, unpredictable . "Sometimes 
the seams will turn on you they (ramie sweaters) shrink, 
when you wash." · stretch and many times they 
Take a good look in the fade," Strader said. 
mirror when trying on the ''Wool also takes special care. 
jeans, Strader said. It needs to be hand-washed and 
''If the jeans don't fit, the having a place to dry them is 
first thing is to try on a pair often a problem for college 
the same size," she said, students," Strader said. 
"because they might be cut or Most sweatshirts don't fade 
sewn differently." or shrink because they are 
Consumers need to be careful . blended fabrics. 
because the nature of denim is Main check points on oxford 
unpredictable, Dawes said. shirts include buttons, button 
"Jeans draw up when you wash holes and collars. 
them and stretch when you A lot of consumers look for 
wear them." the all-natural look but not all-
When buying sweaters , riatural care. 
check all the seams, especially "Read the label," advised 
the ribbing at the bottom, Strader, "then you'll know 
Strader said. what you'e getting intO." 
"Be sure the neck feels well. 
Z's Hair Design , 
2 1 2  6th St . 
Making you look good is our busine 
One Call Does 
It All! 
345-545 1 
Sebastian • Nexxus • Paul Mitchell 
LINDA'S SPORTS APPARE 
510-6th St. W-Side of Square 
345-471 7  
NOW TAKING ORDER 
FOR FRATERNITY & SORORITY 
See the full service staff 
Todd , Benji , Linda 
Larry 
r�WEA-THI j The Latest in 14k 
j Gold Fas hi on Earin 
2 Priced To Fit The 
3 Student Budget! 
Use Your Student Discount 
B�rcHINEsE RESTAURANT�� 
345-1 033 
ALL YOU CAN EAT. BUFF 
Lunch $3.95 
· · Dinner $6.95 _ 
FREE Del ivery To Dorms On Sun9 
Carry Outs Closed Mon 
From Fun To Fashion 
available in Gr�enup. 
Styles for 
,. . 
all ages 20-120 
Seeing is Believi 
923-3205 
